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The folloY7 inf', pageo are concerned with the problorao of
luigration
in the southern Appalachian Coal Plateaua, the Old Cotton
bolt, the
Cutover Region of the Great Lakes States and the Great
Plnlno. They
also take into account the perils and tragedies as well
aa the
gains of hurcan transplantation, and proposals to tiake
such transfers
ur^Gcecsary are examined no less carefully than proposals
for
making migration easy and successful*
I have attempted to analyize the many unguided
migrations that
have been characteristic of the American people and the
recent prograt.o
of population redistribution carried on in the United
States under the
presr.ure of tr.e current emergency. The transplanting of
colonists
from the kiddie V>e3t to Alaska is the most conspicuous
case in recent
years of government guidance in rrxigration.
It would bo moat unreallatio to diaouas the
poaalblo eains of
migration without taking account of aomo of ita huiaan
ooata or without
exar.'.ining its demands upon political and admiinlotrativo
agencies.
The Problems appear as some of the nays and means
by which migration
cay go forward with the least havoc in community
dislocation and
hur;,an uprooting. Here much of the answer depends upon
the nature
of the social order Involved, txpedlents that work in
a conmuristlo
society maybe Impossible in a capitalistic one, and
vice verso.
It seems improbable that labor will go from
points of redundancy to
those of need with quite the ease which the aimplest
of econoi-lc text
books would suggest. However, it is abundantly clear
that not many
people in present day America would subs.it to being
placed under any
such rigid control as the system of indenture
vrtiich brought lialf of
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It should be understood that I do not pretend to give these
problems final and comprehensive solutions. The ultlLiate decision
on the questions involved is as much a matter of philosophy as of
knowledge, and to discover and present the full consequences of
alternative courses of migration would be an undertaking not only fa*r
beyond my capacity but also beyond the present boundaries of social
science. What I have attempted is a spying out of tlie land rather
than a full conquest, y.hat has been gained is a series of approxii ations
rather tlian a set of conclusive answers. I have tried to outline a
neglected problem, to indicate fruitful directions of future study,
and to state considerations that should not be overlooked in decisions
aifecting the distribution of the population.
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CHAPTER I
THE NECESSITY FOR MIGRATION

IA, THE IIECEoSIT:^ FOli I.IORATION.
Which way should the population move in order to benefit itself
economically? This major premise introduces Many questions which
we v/ill try to answer in the following pages. In order to answer these
questions v/e must look into the background of the past and present
distribution of employtient, and make an examination of the economic
levels attained in different parts of the United States in order
to determine the necc sary first clues to the more promising
directions of population movement. Therefore, in this chapter we
must attempt to determine v/hlch areas have fared bettor than others,
and to insolate for further study certain regions in v/hich the
problems of population placement is particularly acute, V*ith the
above ideas in mind, the following pages will present comparisons
of tne economic status of various parts of the country in prosperity
and depression. These comparisons must be interpreted as only rough
r.iproximations to a shifting set of facts. However, it is my belief
that the problem of migration can hardly be considered without
reference to the broad contrasts which they display and their bearing
on a future migration policy,
1, Plane of. Living, 1928-1929,
In order to make comparisons of the level of prosperity in various
parts of tl;e country before the present depression began, laiov/ing
that an accurate measurement of all sorts of areas by one yardstick v;us
impossible, it was finally determined by most experts to use the follov/
ing inaicators] the number of individual federal income tax returns
(1) Population and its Distribution 5th Edition, by the J, '.alter
Thompson Co,, Hew York, 1931,
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2for 1928,(2) the nuiuber of residence telephones in use January first
1930, (3) and the number of families wh*o reported radio sets to the
1930 Census,
The use of tliese Indicators gave results varying for di: ferent
I
sections of tne country. In prosperous farming counties, radios and
telephones were somewhat alike, while the aidition of income tax
had no appreciable effect upon them, because farmers receive much
of their income in produce, and less than adequate allowance is made
for this in computing income taxes. In a large city, the income tax
raises the index very considerably, but this is oifset by telephones,
which are more usual in the best faming co!;.iiiunity -than in the city.
Therefore, the income tax index is offset by the telephone in good
farming country, while the telephone minimizes the increased index
of income tax in the City,
"In 1930 the percentaLe of the number of income tax returns to
the county popuiuti.n was computed, and the same was done for telephones
and for radios. The results of this experiment gives the follov/ing -
there were 30 persons fcr each incoi.e tax, 9 ersons for each telephone,
and 10 persons for each radio. The county*s percent- ge of income tax
returns to population was nov/ expressed as a proportion of the national
average, 3.31 per cent. The following experiment is bused on the
Plane of Living 1. ap herein submitted. Due to this fact, it has been
necersary for me to quote the follov/ing conclusions drav/n by the authors,
(2) Tacle 2 of the General Larket Statistics, Supplement I: 0 , 1 to the
Market Data Handbook of the United States, Doi estic Co ir.erce Series
ho, 36, published by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Coiiirnerce and
bureau of t. e Census, The data was furnished by tiie American Telephone
and Telegraph Co,
(3) The Census Report on Population, Vol, VI, Table 20,
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3(4) "If a county had about the average number of returns, its reading
would then be near 100 oer cent (of the national average). Similar
percentages of their national averages were computed for telephones
and radios. The resulting figures were, for instance, 95 per cent for
income tax returns, 167 per cent for telephones, and 160 per cent of
the national average for rad.iosjor in a case equally representative,
8,11, and 6 per cent, "
When, by the method described, a figure roughly indicative of
economic welfare had been found for each county, the results were
charted and colored, to make the Plane of Living Map. The six shades
show six degrees, from red, the poorest, to purple, the best. The
national average stands at the line between green and blue.
For the theory of this index, no claims are made. There is no
attempt to define standard of living. It was felt that income and
possessions may be used as a ready measure, without trying to tatke
into account such satisfactions as those which come from a leisurely
life, not devoted to acquisition. Not everyone would agree that
people having radios, for example, are thereby better off than others
who have none. The only claim made is that this method had produced a
fairly useful picture of the country, by large areas, and the results
should be taken as usable only in this broad way. Single counties may
•be out of line with the general picture. Some peculiarity-residence of
a number of successful ranchers, for example, in a sparsely settled
Texas county-may bring one index higher than it perhaos should be rela-
tive to another county which is much the same except for the lack of a
few such families. This map pretends only to indicate roughly the bet-
ter and the worse parts of this country, and it would be a mistake, and
a departure from its intended use, to read any color as a judgment on
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4The well being of any single county.
It may also be objected that the gloomy picture of the Southeast
is unfair, because the cost of living is less there. Perhaos this is
true. The number of income tax returns is subject to this difference.
But telephonesand radios would not seem to be. The question is not,
"Do these articles cost less?" but "Do oeople have them?" The answer
is, they do not.
The mao does not, of course measure poverty. It shows how
numerous were the comfortable and the well-to-do in each county, and
by inference how many were below this standard :but not how far below
they were. One, keenly aware of the slums of New York, will say that the
city is painted too bright. Another, remembering the great concentration
of wealth there, may wonder why the figure is not higher.
It is not safe to compare the colors of two counties without
taking many factors into account. For example, both Marinette County,
in the uoper right-hand corner of Wisconsin, and Vernon, near the
lower left, are in green on the map, though the figure for Vernon is
a little higher. But to one familiar with both counties, Vernon appears
as a prosoerous farming county ;Marinette, as a noor one, with a lake
port. Sixty-eight per cent of the farms in Vernon were reported in
the 1930 census as having teleohones jonly 13 oer cent of those in
Marinette, Twenty-seven per cent of the Vernon farmers had water
piped into their houses ;6 per cent of those in Marinette. Sixteen
per cent of the farmhouses in Vernon county were lighted by electricity
to 10 per cent of those in Marinette. Why is the latter county as
good, on this mao, as the former? The answer seems to be, that 73
per cent of the gainfully occupied males in Vernon county were engaged
in agriculture, so that farm figures are truly representative there.
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5But in Marinette, only 34 per cent were so engaged, with 12 oer cent
in oaper and allied industries, and the remainder scattering. Thus
the farm figures which tell the story pretty well in Vernon do not
do so in Marinette.
The map made by the process described shows, broadly, a stripe
of the best colors running from Massachusetts west across New York,
broadening as it reaches the central states and the prairies, and
ending at about the hundredth meridian. These better colors are usual
also on the Pacific Coast. The northeastern-to~prairie band is
bordered by shades showing a lower level. But the worst colors are
seen in the southeast, where they are general except in Florida. This
state and muchof the west are varied. In the latter, however,
copulation is so scarse that small differences cause the averages to
vary greatly.
Looking a little further at the various sections, we see that
the ucper part of New England is not as good as the lower. Starting
in ^Pennsylvania, the Appalachians apcear on a lower level than
counties to the east and west, and grow coorer toward the South. The
Shenandoah Valley, of course, shows up better than neighboring counties.
The valley of eastern Tennessee is better than the ranges on either
side, which appear in the lowest color used. The coastal plain is
poorer than the foothills of the Carolinas. By the time Georgia is
reached, red comes to be the rule rather than the exception.
Nevertheless, Atlanta shines as the highest scot in the whole Southeast,
the only one reaching above the national average.
Proceeding west, better colors appear in Texas, through east
Texas, where land is poor, and the southern tip, remain in red and
ora.nge. Northward, we find, of course, that western Tennessee
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and Kentucky are better than the mountains to the east.
In the central states, yellow, which was by contrast a favorable
color in the southeast, becomes the worst. This is true well up to
cutover country of the lake states and out to the Dakotas. Many
counties now apoear in the highest color, and the large central band
is above the national average. The ourole counties are usually the
cities, or nearby industrial counties.
Looking west and again south, yellow, orange, and even red once
more become the rule, exceot for the better colors representing a
few peoole in the valleys of the Rockies, from Colorado northwest
through Wyoming to western Montana. But, as has been said, a sparse
oooulation renders averages less deoendable throughout all these
areas. A few income tax returns more or less make a noticeable
difference.
Variations are the rule as far as the Coast, where the map lends
color to local theories as to the site of "God*s Country." Nevada
has somehow managed to get included, oerhaos because it has few people
and at least one staole industry. Even on the Coast, the larger cities
stand out as better than other counties.
We may now ask with what conditions the better and the worse
colors are associated. The band of the best counties from Northeast to
Middle West owes its color, of course, to many causes. But from New
England out as far as Illinois, the chief determining feature seems
to be the presence of industry. The agricultural income map shows
no such colors in that stretch of country: the counties are good,
obviously, by reason of additions to their agricultural income. From
Illinois west, on the other hand, concentrations of industry are
scarce, but the blue and purole band, continuing to the hundredth
meridian, coincides somewhat with the best farming area.
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8An examination of the 145 heat counties, rated 130 and over,
shows that 54, or 37 oer cent, are among those ruled on the map to
indicate that they atre manufacturing counties. Thus virtually a
third of all the 163 counties on the industrial list are colored
purole. But since half of these (38) have more men employed in
wholesale and retail trade than in any one form of manufacture, trade
may have a large influence in raising their index.
Looking further at the industrial counties, however, we see that
nearly all stand high. Only 42 of the 163 are below 100. Only 12
are under 70. Of these 12, 11 are in the South and all but two happen
to be devoted to consumption goods. But above 70, no such general
statement of occupation can be made. Of the 30 between 70 and 100, 11
or 12 manufacture primarily consumption goods, the rest being concerned
with steel works, foundries, or other heavy industry. The remaining
121 indistrial counties, above 100, engage in all kinds of manufacture,
so that no generalization can be made. They are located in the North
and West or in border states, only one being in the South.
All the industrial counties of Nev; England and Nev/ York stand
above the national average, that is, in blue or purple. The only
one in New Jersey which does not, is just below, and the same with the
two in Michigan :99instead of 100, In Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Illinois
we begin to find a very few in green— that is, below the national average,
and not better than neighboring counties. In Maryland and Virginia,
the industrial counties are much better than those nearby, though two
of the four are no better than green. In North Carolina they again
stand out, but the better color in two cases is as low as yellow. Two
of the industrial counties in North Carolina, and two in South Carolina,
however, are in orange, not better than neighboring counties. Here

9the clasa-interval makes some difficulty. Though Greenville and
Spartanburg Counties, South Carolina, are in the same color as the
nearby non-industrial counties, they actually stand well uo in that
class, while the others do not. But too much attention must not be
paid to such small differences.
Thus a large number of "ourole” counties are shown as industrial.
On the other hand only one of the whole 145 is designated as a mining
county iMcKean, Pennsylvania, producing oil and gas. This would be
in due oroportion if there were only 21 mining counties in the country;
but 168 are so listed. As for coal counties, they seem good in a very
poor area, such as eastern Kentucky, but ooor when in better surroundings
as western Kentucky or Pennsylvania. The Northern and western coal
areas are in general better than those in Southern states.
Looking once more at the 145 "ourple" soots on the mao, we find
that besides the 54 industrial and the one mining county, one is a
government city, Washington, two contain large universities (Cornell
and Michigan), and one-Madison, Wisccnsin-is fortunate in both respects.
Ten other purple counties contain non- industrial cities of over 50,000:
the Influence . of trade, again. And 24 have cities of 10,000 to
50.000. Eight of the "best” seem to be simply suburban to largecities,
such good residential suburbs as Westchester County, New York, and
Quincy, Massachusetts, standing very high. Probably 12 of the counties,
have resorts, or cater to tourists. In 4 of these best counties,
"Steam and Street Railroads" head the Census list of occuoations.
There remain in the too class 28 counties without cities of over
10.000, or other esoecially striking characteristics. Exceot three
in the state of Washington, all are in the middle West, notably in
Iowa and Illinois. All but one stand in one of the top three classes
rT
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on the farm-income map, though generally in the ^600-^899 class, rather
than higher. It is nrobable that in a year of higher farm prices many
more farming counties would be found in purple. As it is, agricultural
counties, the great majority of the nation, are shown all as varying
from the few mid-western ones colored ourple all the way down to a good
deal of red in the Southeast.
The Great Lakes cutover area, uniformly poor in agricultural
income, shows better sections on the Plane of Living map. This is
due chiefly to mining, but somewhat, evidently, to lumbering, fishing,
or resorts, adding considerably to the very low farm income. The
eastern end of Montana, with a good deal of dry farming, locks less
prosperous on this map than the western end, where mining helos. The
same thing is to be noted in southern West Virginia and eastern Kentucky,
all red as to agricultural income but relieved in this map by mining,
uncertain though that v/as.
It is interesting to comnare the ^^lane of Living mao also with the
map of agricultural problem areas. The stretches of poor territory
are somewhat similar in the Southeast, in the cutover section, and
tc some extent in the Great Plains. But in New England and New York and
on the Pacific Coast, great areas regarded by agricultural experts
as of doubtful value for farming appear in ourole, blue, and green
on our mao. It is evident that in some cases the few people who farm
are located on the scattered better land, and that in many others
outside sources, such as industry, add to the income obtained from
agriculture.
It may be asked whether any race or nationality group are
regularly associated with the poorer colors on this mao. The European
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for any influence they may have to be visible by counties. The
areas of high Negro population cioncide fairly well with out "red"
counties in certain sections, as in northern Louisiana and in much
of South Carolina, but on the whole the agreement is not striding.
These Negro areas do not invariable fall in a worse color than others,
probably for the reason that the items used in making this map do not
distinguish between the poor and the very poor.
" The Plane of Living map has thus undertaken to show very roughly
and in broad outline which parts of the country were relatively
comfortable in 1929 and which were poor. Industrial, governmental,
educational, and other cities and their environs, and favorite resorts,
take most of the best places, with railroad centers, mining, and the
best farming entering to a very small extent. Then come most mining
counties, and mediocre farraingjwhile the poorest sections are those
where the land is either very poor, or overcrowded for its present
largely agricultural use. The more profitable activities are for the
most oart confined to certain regions, leaving in others large areas
of unrelieved red. With however great caution we accent the conclusions
here indicated, it is impossible to avoid an imoression of tremendous
regional and occuoational inequalities." (4)
Wages, Income and Sales, 1939 and 1933.
This section attempts to measure relative levels of living’ on
a statewide basis. As in the previous section, the year 1929 is
used as a basis for such analysis for wages on farms, in mines and
in industry, for estimated oer canita income, and for retail
sales ;and in the last case presents also the contrasts in the
deoression year, 1933. All these measures have the defect of
concealing certain differences, for exaraole, they are exoressed in
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poouniiixy terms mid therefore tend 8orcewhu.t to underest Ira te the
prosperity of the regions of lo .er price levels. As well as having
disadvai tages, they have certain very definite advant ges. The
measurement of total retail sales obviously provide a more
coraorehensive index of consumption than 'my measure confined to
two ootnnioiit iea , The wage figures besides giving significant clues
to the prof Itv-bility of the alternative used of a man* a time in
Vri^rioua parts of the country, provide direct evidence of the standards
attained by larf^ groups that often f ^11 below the minimum level
measured in section I. The measurement of oer capita* income succeeds
in tfiking account of the incomes both above and below the lines
drami in measuring the pljune of living in the preceding section. The
broad contrasts indicated in section I M'i.y be checked, and are for
the moat p.*.rt confined, by applying the large number of measures
mentioned above that are avail ble with the state as the ujit for
coraparison.
The following six maps prepared for these purposes are presented
on Pages 13 and 14; and the text proceeds from a description of the
data on which each is based to the conclusions which m..y be dru.m
from the comp riaons s a whole. (5)
Of the many aeries collected by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
that of "entrance wage rates of common labor" appeared most ne -rly
to meet the teats of applicability throughout the nation and of a
reasonable degree of homogeneity. The base is large and widely
distributed; the statistics have been collected regulTly since 1926;
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an 1 the limit tlon to "adult rac.le CO’''VON LABOR when FIRST RIRFD"-
the Bohedule orinta it—should eliminate moat of the diffr^rences
attributable to variations in skill. It has been the oustom of
the Bureau to nublish these figures :us averages for regions only,
but ita officials have been kind enough to re-calculate the duta
for July 1, 1929, and to oresent figures on a state basis. The
table which they have prep-rd is printed on nagea 16 and 17,
This tabuli«^tion makes use of the figures for eleven
manufacturing industries and for general contr cting, but omits the
data collected on automobile m nuf'-oture, in which the rates are
grea.tly affected by the policies of a few 1 ^rge companies ...nd have
at tii.ea been much higher than those in the other industries. The
averages for manufacturing are presented both sep irately fuid in
oombin tion /ith those for the building industry. After some
exoeriment tion, it was decided to nreoare the map on the latter basis.
This has some di acidvantage in homogeneity-aince the average <«age in
contracting is soniewhci-t higher and since the S'Cnples from the two
groups are irregul rly distributed among the str tea-but it broadens
the b *se from just over 100,000 to nearly 145,000 employees. When
the manufacturing figures alone are used, Wyoming stands first with 52
cents and New Hampshire is a rather unexpected second with 49, It is
thus 1 -Xgely to the building trades that most of the heavily urban
and frequently unionized st ttea in the Northeast, as well as Illinois,
Wisconsin, and California, o e their inclusion in the highest category.
But most parts of the map, emd particul rly the middle and lower
Glasses, -.re little affected by the choice between the two b see, t^nd
there is little doubt that it reflects at least the broader differentials
in the labor market.
The seoond niap la that of earnings in certain kinds of mines
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TABLE 1
ifpAQE BimHOE WATE rates TOR COMMON LABOR. BY STATES JULY 1. 19»















Maine 1,353 43.8 1,353 43.8
lav Halfpehlra 3,067 48.8 2,067 48.8
Ttmoni . 260 33.6 600 36.8
Maaaaohuaetta 1,663 46.7 2,206 60.2
Kboda Island 126 41.9 333 49.2
Oonnsetloat 1,028 41.3 2,806 49.0
MIUDU ATLANTIC
few York 5,731 44.1 10,121 53.7
Isv Jsrss/ 2,441 44.9 3,870 49.9
Pannsylrania 16,716 42.1 19,814 42.0
lAST NORTH CIRTRAL
Ohio 8,825 43.4 11,829 47.6
Indiana 3,679 43.6 4,003 43,6
Illinois 8,313 44.1 10,092 50.6
Michigan 4,310 44.9 7,016 47.1
flcoonsln 976 46.7 2,073 60.7
l£9T NORTH GlIfTRAL
Minnesota 2,127 39.5 3,769 40.7
lova 1,933 39.6 3,604 39.4




South Dakota 600 43.0 600 43.0
Ishraska, 1,508 42.3 2,372 40.8
Kansas 2,687 40.8 2,748 40.5
SCOTH ATLANTIC
Delaware 160 41.3 232 42.0
Maryland 2,499 43.2 3,382 38.4
Tlrglnla 1,079 28.2 1,896 28.3
West Tlrginla “617 39.2 677 39.3
District of Coluabia 235 40.8 635 40.6
North CaroUaa 624 23.9 1,617 24.4
South Carolina 310 19.6 746 19.6
'Qsorgla 1,623 24.0 1,984 23.9
Florida 1,071 19.8 2,027 23.1

TAILS 1 (Continued)


















Kentucky 472 37.8 994 33.1
Tennessee 675 27.2 1,397 28.1
Alahaea 2,450 26.7 2,834 25.7
Mississippi 1,261 23.0 1,261 23.0
WIST SOUTH CEHTHAL
Arkansas 913 25.2 970 25.6
Louisiana 1,481 31.8 .1,716 32.1
(ftlahoma 646 37.4 761 37.7
Texas 6,134 38.2 7,580 37.4
MODNTA.IH
Montana 452 41.8 456 41.9
Idaho 849 40.6 1,369 44.3
»yo«ing 426 51.9 428 61.9
Colorado 1,761 45.7 1,904 46.0










Washington 2,240 43.5 2,845 45.7
Oregon 1,605 46.2 1,396 47.3
California 6,813 46.6 10,106 48.6
IBAlb TOTAL WOR U.S.102,628 41.3 144,058 4S.2
>rlok» Tile, end Terra Oottaz cement: electrical mecMnery, apparatus, and rappliest
foundr/ atnd maehine-ehq;) prodricte; Iron and steel: leather: l>anher (sawmills); paper
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ijaiu in :jiiarrlea. The mine and quarry workers are a relatively
hoiEOgeiiOoua group, oonai sting almost wholly of mt.lea of over 16 years
engaiged in heavy labor, and from them Mr, F.G, Tryon h .a selected a
still more homogeneoua body of some hundred thousand .orkers. In this
Ot^se aotu.^1 earnings rather than rates are available, and the figures
inoludeil in the table on cage 19 are obrained by dividing the sum
paid in wages for the year by the average number of wage e mere, «.s
shown by the Census of Mines and Quarries,
In making the comnutation, workers in co.l, gold, silver, copper,
lead, .inc, and iron ore mines have been omitted. It was found that
these rouos show much the same geograohic v riations in ectxnings,
but they are also much affected by certain local f.actors, such ne
relative strength of trade unionism and regularity of employment, the
coal miners working intermittently :^nd the metal miners as a whole very
regul rly. Moreover, these grouos are very heavily represented in
some states euid not at all in others.
There rem ins a group consisting of quarrymen, sand tuid gravel
operatives, and the workers in the mines producing the non-metallic
minerals and the leaser metals, which is reoreaented in all states
and appears fairly comparable from st-te to state. It is little
•effected by trade-union rates an i should give a rough indication of
orevailing differentials in the m^..rket for heavy labor in different
oaits of the country.
The 1 -at map in Figure 1 reoresents the .vages naid to f.jrm labor.
The figures from which it was constructed are collected quarterly by
the Department of Agriculture and published in Crons and M .rkets,(6)
(6) See oarticularly issues of Feb. 1929, Vol, 6, No. 2, cage 53 (figures
January 1929); April, 1929, Vol, 6, No, 4 cage 120 (figures for April)
July, 1929, Vol. 6, 7, page 251 (figures for July); December, 1929,
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taiiES a:,j -utiEj ot.
AGES AS IKDICATED BY AVERAGE AKMjAL E. hl-'Il.’OS III
•R TilAN OO.iL Alii. ..AJOK l.ET;.LS, 1929.
(
-1 Wage Wage Com-
Division earners Com- Division earners puted
' and (avei'age puted and ( average average
State for the uve age State for t. .e annual




' NEW EAGL KD ..OLTH ATLANTIC
! ; aine 1,170 Al,347 con’d
A Kew Karr:pshire L69 1,358 South Carolina 1,298 716
Vermont 3,154 1,517 Georgia 3,605 790
f Lassachusetts 2,419 1,672 Florida 3.173 993
Rhode Island 256 1,503 EAST SOUTH CENTRAL
Connecticut 816 1,602 Kentucky 2,914 904
MLLLF; ATLANTIC Tennessee 4,047 891
. Kev? York 5,450 1,578 Alabama 1,861 870
New Jersey 3,269 1,470 Mississippi d d
Pennsylvania 12,011 1,274 WEST aOUTH CEIJTHAL
FAST NORTH CEirPRAL Arkansas 1,379 953
1 Ohio 5,202 1,312 Louisiana d 801 d961
Indiana 3,882 1,359 Oklahoi.ia 1,055 1,125
Illinois 3,561 1,363 Texas 3,035 1,035
Michigan 4,101 1,443 MOUNTAIN
: Isconsin 1,676 1,470 Montana 1,269 1,747
' EOT NORTH CHITRAL Idaho 103 1,495
trinnesota 1,535 1,396 Wyoming 689 1,607
Iowa 1,222 1,225 Colorado 1,009 1,453
1
Missouri 4,722 1,047 New Mexico 487 1,269
North Dakota A: Arizona 433 1,144
South Dakota 254 1,315 Utali 542 1,573
Nebraska &• Nevada 755 1,359
i.ansas 1,461 1,258 PACIFIC
^ SOUTH ATL- irnc 983 1,394
Delaware 104 1,151 Oregon 702 1,485
Maryland 1,536 1,108 California 4,872 1.455
Virginia 3,306 905 GRAND TOTAL 101,^4^ 1,25^
West Virginia 2,205 1,159
North Carolina 2,566 893
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They v * bc^eecL not on statlstioa covering definite numbeia of v^oricera
but on the returns from nec^rly ten thousand crop reporters in uJLi p Tta
of the country who «ere to estimate the v^ages orev iiing in their
reapective localities • Of the various series oublished^ the one
selected is that for daily rates under the mere common arrangement by
which bo rd is furnished in addition to the cash w^ge*
The m rked aeasomidity of farm work oresents a nroblem in weif’hting.
When the fi-jurea for each of the four reporting dates in 1929 are
oiotted aenarately, it becomes evident that the January and April
rates, at le.vst outside the South, tend to be lower than those of the
busier aenths, and th .t in most of the states along the northern border
October is still higher than July. When the Department presents its
own national average, it weights January 1 and April 1 each as one
—
on the ground that even at the second of these d tes most of the wage
labor is still performed by the year-round hired mrJi—and July 1 and
October 1 each as live. Although these relationships may aooly less
accurately to o rtioul r stores than to the n tion as a whole, they
have been foil07/cd in constructing the map on nage 13.
It may be noted that the farm map corresponds a little more
closely nith that of mine w ges than with that of industrial labor.
Thus, for examole, the two more rural measures throw Missouri toward
the South, while the index more heavily influrenoed by St. Louis outs
it with the North instead. The significance of the oeak sho in by
farm wages in the northern mountain states might be questioned because
of the relatively small numbers involved, yet it may 'lell be aue to
the influrenoe of mining wages in this area, which were high in the boom
of 1929, At the e.astern end of the map, moreover, the higher categories
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Tho firat »nap iu Fl^^a 14-bh t of oer capita Incoine-i* olio.vs
the e ftuim,.,ta3 of Mr, Maurice Leven, which are uaed by OGrraiaaion of
the .utnor and of the Brookiai^a luatitiiion. The basic aourcea
are, for i‘ jrm income, the CeriBUo of Agriculture j for wagea. nd
s i iriea, the Ceriaua of 1930, which has data for half the gainfully
occupied oeraons outside agriculture; and, for all incomes ai.ove $5,000,
the federal income tax returns. The estimate includes, in aidibion
to the mor obvious tyoee of income, an allowance for the rent>'il value
of hones occupied by their owners but "does not include imputed income
from otiicr durable consumption goods," Corporate incomes >re also
omitted, srnoe "they do not find theirway into the hands of individuc.ls
and there is oonaequently no accurate way of allocating them to the
population of the diff-rent states," Mr, Leven oreuents two sets of
figures, one iuoluding and the other excluding profits from the s le
of orooerty, Inoonstruct ing the map, it was ^iocided to omit income
from this source because of its extreme fluctuations from year to
year. In most states, the effect of including it would have been
negliglvle, but it would have added ^150 to the New York figure and more
than ^100 in Massachusetts, while it would actually have brought
Delaw ..re from $895 to $1,315,
The nior prosperous f rming states make a somewh t better showing
in the next map, which reoreaents sales per capita. This very useful
measure bec.me available for the first time with the Census of
Araerio n Business of 19S9, Of all the indexes used in this section,
it is the only one v/hioh is oubiiahed by counties. It seemed impossible
to use it on this basis, however, because purchfises are so often made
in a ahopoing center in the next county. With state averages, on the
other hand this difficulty is 1 rgely eliminated, though the map would
f • ! V I ^'^F ' 4. I n4 ' ^ '.' * ^ fiy • ''
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.. i.'er picture if, for ex mole, a considerable o *,rt of the
a leu >f R.H, Mocy's could be allocated to New Jeroey emd Connecticut,
and if the exceotionally hij^h ilgurea for the Diatrict of Columbia
v»ere brought down by the inclusion of the population of Washington
subu-rbs • (7)
The m.^ln purpose of this section was to study the distribution
of eoonofiiic iidvant ges in the Sixme pre-deoression er.. covered by the
olaiie-of-living map. But the repetition of the Census of American
Busins a in 1933 offered a partioulixly temoting ooportunity to
- oply one of these measures to a depression yeir as well. (8)
Aocordia: ly the last of the maps presents retail shies for the year
1933 i-in related to the 1930 population. Since the tot^l drop in
doilivT aaies for the nation as a whole was almost orecisely fifty
per cent, the figures marking the clv^ss intervals have been cut in h: 2f
to facilitate easy comp risons.
The folio /ing table shows the st ates in which the decline in
s;slea liffered by more th n five ner cent from the national average?
TARL^ 3
^TTRCENTAOE DECLINE IN RETAIL 3 L^S. 1929 to 1953.
Less than 45^
S ii "w e ^ ^rcent:* e St -te T^ercerit:. e
District of Columbia 27 Mississippi 68
Maryl >nd 35 Arizona 60
South C rollna 36 South Dakota 59
New Hampshire 39 Miohig^xn 58
Virginia 40 Oklahoma 57
i^aine 41 Arkansas 56







(7) Farm ftxaas, also. /;ould look somewhat more prosperous if mail-order
s-lea could be oronerly allocated.
(o) Census of Amerio -n Business, Retail Distribution? 1933, Stores aiid
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It ia not suroriaing tha,t the "boom city on the ^otomao" should
show the lowest loss of all, but It is interesting to observe New
England’s resistance to the deore sion and to note rlao th-t certain of
the poorer states of the South, though by no means all of them, lost
less proportionately than the richer but more industrial sections of
the North. On the other hand, the Plains drought and the break in the
coooer market contributed c sea to the second column.
These shifts are reflected in certain differences between the
two maos. In the South, Georgia and Louisana rise aiid Florida
reaches its highest r-rnk on any of the six maps. Maine, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Delaware, and Maryland eerch go uo a grcrde. In the
Middle ^est, on the other hand, though Minnesota rises, Michigan .ind
Indiana fall under the effects of the long deoression to the lowest
posit ions in which they appear on any of the maps. Farther west,
the only changes recorded are relative declines in South Dakota, KcUiB(.o,
and Arizona.
The more interesting point, however, is how few chcmgeo occur.
No state alters its oositlon by more than one interval, and the great
majority remain in the same class. This and other indecea 8u^^geat that '
the depression has not brought about any revolution ;ry change in the
regional distribution of American wealth.
This is oarticul rly true of the lower end of the scale. Each
map shows the lightest shading concentrated in the Southeast. The
bound ry of this least-favored area changes a little from case to case,
but it never goes outside a group of ten at'^tea of the Old South, Of
these. South Carolina and Alabama always fall inthe lowest category,
Arkans-s and Missiasinoi eacane from it only in mine wages, md the
latter might be said to eooaoe in disguise, since the figures which
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the Census used oombinaa Mi slsslooi And Loulsi i-na to avoid disclosure
of individu al ooer tions* North 0: rolina rises from the lo.vest group
only in farm wages, xnd Georgia does so in 1933 sales by the slender
margin of a dollar per capita. Tennessee is three times in the
lo.vest group, but rises out of it on both s -lea maps and in the rate
for common labor. Florida falls to the lowest cl <ss on two of the
wage maps, Kentucky on both the sales maps, and Louisiana in farm
wages and 1929 sales. Of all those ninied, moreover, none ever reaches
the middle group exceot Florida, .and that does it only in the 1933
sales, which of course include ourohases by tourists as well as by
residents. By every oeounivry measure, therefore, the Southeast
a-^pe ^rs as the are of greatest poverty.
It is not surprising, therefore,^ to find that the next higher
category is largely a border one. Virginia falls each ti e into
this claos. Tex 8 is there more often th-in not, usually carrying
Oklahoma nd New Mexico with it, ?md Arizona in depression sales,
West Virgini;i. joins it four times, and Missouri on two of the wage
maps. On the other h ^nd, no strictly northern state f 11s into this
group in any of the wage comoariaona, and there are few oaaes on the
opposite cage. The Income figures which give moat weight to the
large city fortunes place in this group the four f rming at tes of the
dakotas, Nebrr^ak.-i, and, surprisingly, Iowa. North Dakota falls here
also in both 8<tles maps, and South D kota, Kansas, end even Indiana
join it in 1933 sales. But, with these excentions, this category
remains h-rdly leas southern than the first.
At the uocer end of the acale there is somewh. t less consistency.
Only New York is in every case in the top group. The maps of Figure
2, and part icul xrly that of oer capita inoorr.e, emphasi '0 the wealth
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of the urb un oentera and of California and Nevada, while the <»age
maos all display the existence of another high area, not too sharply
defined, in the northern mountain at tea. One peak apparently
reoreaonts the accumul tlon of caplt
-1, and the other the relative
ac roity of labor and severity of climate. But Massachusetts is in
this most favored group in five out of the six cases j the District of
Columbia in thrae of the four cases in which it is shown; Connecticut
in all but two, and those the ones most affected by its proximity to
the New York shoooing center; and California and Nev^ida again in
four. Rhode Island enters this category three times; New Jersey, most
auburbr^n of states .nd therefore below the top in both sales m .ps,
appears twice, as do Illinois, 7’yoming, and Montana. The diversity of
the top group is revealed by the fact that it is once reached by
St tea as different as Idaho cind Utah in the Test, Wisconsin in the
Middle West, and Delaw ;re in the East. It is not surprising to find
that the lo.st of these enters In the c tegory moat affected by the
existence of large fortunes, and Wisconsin in the classification most
affected by trade unionism.
Thus these five aoooximationa to the 1939 differences in the
levels of living show considerable agreement among the more favored
at tes and a still greater consistency among the less fortunate. In
some Cases, moreover, the viriationa from the general pattern aooear
e:ay to explain; and on the whole the pict re displayed lends
substantial support to that derived from the study of tax returns, radios
and telephones. Finally, the last map su>Tgeats that the relationships
among the states have not been very drastically altered even by the
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3» Tho Relief Problem 1933~1934»
The fourth map oresento by counties the percentage of oeopie on
public relief for the year beginning July 1, 1933.' These figures
are coraoutel on a monthly average and are exorenaed as a oercentago
of the 1930 oooulation. The colors of the map run throus-h the
spectrum from red, with 36 oer cent or more of the population on
relief, to blue -ith less than 8 oer cent; c*.nd the national averc,ie
of ].1.6 oer cent falls aonroximately in the middle of the green
category. These Federal Emergency Relief adminiatr tion figtures
provide the only good significant index of the relative incidence
of the deoression on the masses of the people. The year beginning
July 1, 1933 was chosen bee use the high machinery for reportiixg those
on relief was not well enough organised before th t ti^'e. Also, the
ravages of the 1934 drought would not occupy too conspicuous a place
in a measure which was intended to mirror the more general effects
of the deore aion. If an earlier ooint had been chosen it would h.^ve
eliminated mor** completely the effects of the 1934 drought. If a
later sticrting point had been chosen, there would have been fewer
spots left blank on the mao for lack of sufficient data.
Due to the fact that the Civil Works Administration which was
carried on during the mi idle of this nartioulfcr period, was omitted
in figuring the percentage of people on relief, the national average
would have been 14,5 per cent r ther than 11.6 per cent. The C,W.A
took its workers nartly from the relief oooulation «jid partly from
other unemployed sources, and since an indeterminate but large
number of Persons were reported on both C.W.A, and F.E.R.A., it
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relief. For theao re^sona, the flj^uree used on the map have the
effect of underat tement. Ho vevar, since the nurooee of this
investig tlon is to contract the fate of different areas rather than
to diaolay the total burden of the denresslon in the nation as a
shole, the nolnt is much leoa Imoortant.
As the oercentages were calculated on the 1930 census, it
is obviously tinfortun ite to h^ve to compare 1933-34 stutiatics
with a popuir.tion count taken more than three years before the relief
oerlod began. Therefore, where copulation has since decreased, the
fi^^res presented are too lowj v^here it has incre:>^ed, they are too
high. Since migration durin>' the depression hcxs been for the moat
part from the cities to the f rms, the general effect of the map is
somewhat to underestimate the proportionate relief load in the cities
and to exaggerate the relief load in the griculturol counties
throughout the country.
Upon looking at the relief nap we find that the mouiitains of
eastern Kentucky appear in the red and orange of highest relief, «jnd
from them a gre:.t are aof yellow and orgemge, with oocational patches
of red stretches northward to include most of the Appalachian region,
.ith extensions into the co 1 fields of Ohio £,\nd the manufacturing
areas in the vicinity of Pittsburgh and Youngstown, iind an eastern
branch that covers most of the anthracite field, Another vst area
of higher-than-average relief begins in South Ci^rollna, .here almost
all of the costal plain is included, is broken in Georgia because
of certain disagreements between the authorities in Washington end
Atl^aita, and includes most of Alabama and large portions of Miasisslpil
and Louisiana, Smaller areas appear in parts of southern Texas in
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Color<vlo, N«w Mexico, Utah, and Arizona euid large through an .roely
sett led jcTOixs to the higher categories, f^nd these correspond partly
k?ith the mining districts and oartly viith the range country \»hioh
the National Resouroeo Board describes as overgrazed, (9) Upon
,
looking at the northern section of the map »;e find the cutover
region of northern Michig n and Wisconsin, and the Gre. t Plains
3t tes of Mont ma, western North Dakota, and e.^stern South Dakota*
In 1935 the Mormon Cb;rch relieved the federal relief burden
of the nation by instituting the following nolicy.(lO) This oolioy
changed the relief mao in the mi idle west £ind has been emphasized
herein*
A ye r and a hnlf ago 84,460 Mormons, about one sixth of the
entire church .membership, were on direct relief. Today none of them
are* The church is taking oare of its own. It has gone ba^k to
the nrinoiplea of its oion-ers who settled a new land, helping eoOh
other cuid asking no olds froa anyone el«;e.
The Mormon "seourlty orogrrira" was unier taken to save men. The
dole w.ts sapping the character of those who lived upon it; once
thrifty f were willing to let the government suoport them,
townsoooole
-sere distinctly uninterested -Ahen told where they could
find a Job, Other members were f'^st losing all feeling of
responsibility tow rd their unfortunate brathen* Deeply concerned,
the elders of the church launched the grant camp. Ign as a moral
measure, oo that "Indeoeiidsnce, industry, thrift and self-reapect
( 9 ) Renort of the Land PliUining Committee, Figure 53,
( 10 ) 1937, ^ayson Publishing, Inc. 101 ^ark Ave., N.Y.C.
(The Commentator, May, *37)
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ahouid bo oaoo moro eetabiiahed cunong our oecplo."
In the e.rly duye of their aettiement of the West, the Mormons
eat up "biehopQ* etorehousee* ” The pioneers paid tithes in butter,
potatoes, o;r:^-in, honey or whatever their farms nroduoed. These
tithes "in kind" ^sre aaaembled In wrrehousea and the bishop dispensed
them to those in need. With oroaperity the system fell into
desuetude i tithos were naid wholly in money. With the depression
the Mormons at first acoenteci the government * s method of dealing with
the emergency. They are taxpayers—and in large arew.s of the West
the prin 3 i "vai ta.xo yers— so they took t x benefits; they let the
gov Tnment suooort their needy.
But as time ?^ent on the church leaders grew disturbed; they
investig: ted and found that in their best judgment 11,500 to 16,500
of the 84,460 members on direct relief oculd rest a living from
their f t-rms or take caxe of themselves in some way, if they rendly
tried. Shoked by these findings, in April, 1936, the church launched
a security progr^tm of its own, founded upon a revival of the bishops*
otorehcuaes.
When the harvest was over in the fall, the storehouses had
received 400,000 o;*.na cf food—most of it nut up in make- ;or
k
oannex'iea the church st xted-82,308 pounds of flour, 11,600 pounds
of meat and 27,196 articles of clothing. New clothing was ru-nufactured
and oid clothing renovated in church sening rooms. There .?re othtr
suopliee rerainiuoent of pioneer days of the bishops* storehouses—
4000 bushes of wha t,70j0 pounus of ohelled corn, apples, honey,
fodder, poultry arid llveatock.
! e. (» 1 I.J ' Jt‘ i
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Aritil/Ouk* m^tke-.iiork buildings were out up, fiiiunced in p. rt by
loc:>l oorit^re.^utiona s tid in o rt by the general church. Otfuero gave
the uoo of land, «nd c,orea ^Tcre farmed on this basis. Tcwns
were co...bod for jobs in orivato omploymcnt iind 1033 men v;ere pl;%oal
in tbe virgt six months. On 363 ’^ork orojects, 19,000 osraone v?ere
employed. Nobody w* a o*iid money for v/orki the worker Was given a
recel it for so many hours of labor, ^len he needed aosiatunoe, he
prc:jeiitud Uiio at a biahcp*a atorehcu.ie and reoeived according to
his nocds. The married ro.ji with children got more auopli^a in return
for hi;: labor than the uin;-;le racm,
Within H year every one of the 84,460 Mormons wos reuioved from
the gov rnmoi.t relief rolls all over the country. IJormono -.re
strongei^t in Ut-xh, Idaho and southwestern stntea, but they have
oonrre.T , tione in almost every ot'te, divided into 1078 wm’da. E^iOh
ward always has had a relief aoclety, so the machinery for undertaking
the orograu was already in existence. The security orogx’am no,v is
to be made permanent, in the hope that idleness may be forever banished
from the ohurch alone vith destitution.
Not only was every Mormon taken off relief, but members who hud
grown lax about tithing :xie faithful once more. Members who had
neglected, during the fat yoiars, the good Mo’?y.on custom of f sting
throu^;;h two me Is on the first Sund
-y of each mw-nth and contxlbuting
the orloe of the meals to the poor fund, have taken it up again.
Brighton Young once aaids "My exoerience has taught mo that it
is liQver any benefit to give o*. t and out to man or woman,moncy,f oo *
,
clothing or anythin^; else, if they are able-bodied and Oc-n work. Such
a course would ruin any community and make them idlers."
Aiiierica as a whole must face this problem, ^formon8 are not the
iTtTiQ ili 1 •»* ostV<»liW[oA M#
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oni/ reociv rs of o.,blio alms >'ho {rro«n Boft ajid oorae to think
the oountry o.vea them a living. Nor are v:©ll-to-do Mormons the
only
A:;erio-*no 'O h ve forgotten the community npirit. But only the
Mormon :, so f;ur, h ve done much to^i^.rd rentorlng the morale
th. t
long ye*u'o oT dependence ucon Uncle Snm ho.ve eaten a^»ay.
A close aiiHlyBie of che relief m. n revelas IJttle that ia
Burp: isin^r hut much that in significant to the student who la
interested in po'stilatlon plaoeraent. ’^e find no Iraoortant city ao
atablQ, and no manufacturing county provided such steady employment,
that t 0 uli through the depression v/ithout needing to give
TTublic aouistanoe to at leant a substantial proportion of its
population. Only e^rriculture provided any considerable number of
communitien in 'vhich the relief load could be described as negligible.
Among the monufacturing districts, those dependent on durable and
producers* goods, Buffered mors severely th^in the others, for reasons
that tve obvious. Even though these industries tend to rise oh.>rply
in prosperity nd for similar reasono fall so markedly during
denre-slon, the differentials in relief are not great enough to serve
as grounds for picking out :my of these areas as probably destined
for permanent decline. Mining bears the same relation to the business
cycle aa does the m:^nufcoture of producers* {roods, and should therefore
display con 3ider?.ble reailence In caoe of general recovery. Yet
here the ordinary riaks of depletion and abandonment are so great,
the competition la so keen, that it seems highly probable that the
cl-^boea of he vy relief Include a number of communities that ore
o.3tually Btriinded. TJe find in the worst grioultural regions that
the measure of distress during denreasion moat often pioks out
precisely the same counties as the measures of living levels during
<r i.i ; *^1
as •^31).-, t'Ah
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nroaoixity. Hare is v/here there is the etrongeot presuraotion that
the analysis noints to are -s marked either for perm. nent oovorty
or for a drastio reduction of oopulation.
The Goraoaxisona drawn from these nationwide fi-urea indicate
that certain areas have been distinctly more favored th n others,
and they oick out more cle ^rly a ntunber of r-egiono in which both
depression diatrese and orevious poverty have been pa.rtioularly
acute and in .vhioh therefore, it is nu^toral to consider emigration
as one of the possible solutions. The following chc-.otsra t*ill
subject four of these oro^lem areas to closer study.
The first region chosen is the Southern Apoalachian Plateau,
here lie more than half of all the counties in the category of the
highest percei tc^e of nersons on relief, nd no less than 52 of the
64 counties with agricultural incomes of less than $100 oer ruraJ.
farm inhabitant# From our study, we find this regioi to bo one of
gre vt poverty, and a government publication recently characterized
it as an c>rea where the basic problem is over~nopulation. (ll) The
second region chosen is the Old Cotton Beit where there is great
distress and poverty. It is also the area from which there vino the
meat notable emigration movement during the last decade. The third
region to be studied is the cutover region of the northern lakes
states which has the two counties of highest- relief oeroentuges in
the country and at ads out on the Agricultural Income and Plane of
Living maps as an area of great distress. The fourth region is the
Great Plains whose entire region is in urgent need of emerij^ency.
The above four regions h ve been ohooen because they £tre
(11) "Economic and Sooittl Probelms and Conditions of the Southern
Appalachians." V.S. Dect. of Agriculture, Miscellaneous Publication
No. 305, Washington, Jan., 1935, Page 5.
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outat-nding ones. Thera oan be no doubt th t they oose in unusually
acute forme the question of migration and its po sible alteratives.
The four regions differ in their charaotoristio problems md the
chapters th*_t follow show ooi resoot ding v riations in their methods
of aporoach. In each of the above o sen I shall try to answer the
questions • "to what extend, if at ail, is emigration from the problem
areas likely to be defeirabie or neo0so“!.ry. This question is the
central aim of my investigation.
^.y, 'I,,*r <(trat ^ v‘ *ifmi .>*»»
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I. CAUSES OF CHANGE IN RESOURCE
Katur^J. reBourcee larf^ely determine the dlotrlbutlon of
population ae ,?a9 proven in the p;reat mij^ration aororo the North
Ar.erioan continent when the extractive Industriea, ettraoted by
virgin resouroeo, led the way. In the wake of the extr otlve
industrleo came the manufacture and oervico cooupationa, attracted
by the raw materiala and the by-product les.bor force and most of
ail by the coneuir.pt ive demand generated in the oroceea of exploitation
of the Ov^tural resources. Ho.ever, the large-scale mining of
coal ....d iron, tended to follow rather than to precede ixg^iouiture
and lUi-nfaering because they were members of the heavy industry.
The question I am attemoting to answer in this chapter is the
effects natural resources make upon the migrc^tion of people. In
order to ans er this question we must reckon with the movement due
orlmirrily to change in the resource itself, A great number of
people regard the naturaJ. resource as something fixed and unchanging
and assume th t with the oasaing of the frontier its limits are now
finally m irked out and that the nation* a extractive industries have
come to rest. However, we kno.< that the effect of the resources
changes with many factors- (l) with exploration iUid discovery, (2) with
expanding transportation, (3) with developing technolo/^y, and(4)
with depletion. The influence of all four factors is modified by
price and demand. As in other industries, high prices help to
stimulate exploration, to absorb the costa of transportation, to
give freer rein to technology, and to offset the process of depletion.
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other >^l <e be unooupied. This Is *n element; ry fttotor in eoonomios
M ft ,
a
oroven during the .tar when the high prioes oald lor .^<heat
oauaed the exo o.sion of whe t culture In the Groat Plains. In the
follo.'/ing pages of this oh'^i.pter, I .i»ill attempt a brief sketch
of the Physical and technical f . otors modifying the region .vl
diatribution of resource opportunity in tJie United States, Expected
chan %es in demand vhich .ill 1 rgely affect future price novements
re tc.uched upon in a 1 ter chapter.
A, fyoloration and DISCOVTTRY.
At lii ios the f
. otor of miner .1 discovery hao raided hupe --fid
un Predict, bie accretions of ./ealth ^.nd st rted new cuirento of
migration, A good ex mole of this is the gold rush of 1849 Ahioh
brought 58,000 miners to California within a ye r end by 1660 the
number of m ners had incre^ised to 83,000, This gold migration
aoon spread to other fielde, developing other resourcee such us
agriculture, tr^de, cuii manufacturing, (l) A contempor ixy v?ritor
doeoribed the gold rush as followo: "Within the brief soruse of
nineteen ye j?s our people h ve opened up to settlement a 1 rge area
of teri itory thnn has ever before in the 7orld*s hiotroy been brought
/itnin the limits of civiliz .tion in so short a time. Nineteen years
ago C iifornia, Arizona, Color do, l^ont -jnu, Idaho, 7J ahington terx itory,
Oregon, Utc.ih, arid Nevada occupying more thc^n one-third of the entire
^joa of the United St.dea . ere regions chiefly knovm to tr tpcors
nd traders; traversed and o;;cupied for the most pr-jct by borb;»rous
horues of Indiurie, Th it tnis extraordin. ry -dv nee has be n achieved
by the .ieoovery Jid devslooment of our miner d resources, no
re .son bie ra n nrotenas to linnute,"
The question .e now ak ourselves is; lill the t' ctor of nainex 1
(l) J.Rocs Bro ne, "Report on the ?*iner 1^ Re ources of tie U ited
St *^teo nd territories ’]?eot of the Rooky l^ountaine, "Houtie Ex. Doc D03,
40th Conrre 18,'^nd Secs. ,*^ ,ahin^ton, 1868 ^ q 6C5,
unW -i. I
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ilocovery contlr^uj to 8timul..te ir.igri:wticn or ponul tlon -rovetrient
-.a It :id in the o se of the r:©! I rush? The oroaoecte .re tJSO-foll
for thoac deooaita of known miner lo which aoneor at the surface
find o n t erf: lore be located by indlvidu 1 nroaoeotore, ncl for
thoac other deooaito which lie hidden at gre t (tenth nd c n be
found oniy at gro t coat find el: ’::>orately org ni-^ed aei.rch. The
mci 3 or met ^la niwiy be ooncidered aa tynic 1 of the first group, ^nd
oil ad ia tyoicul of the second group •
’7ith reaneot to the the effect* of oxolor -iion ,re
definitely blowing do;;n. The ooa ibilitiea of explor tion nd
diaoovory are not aa gr . at toi’^y as they were in the l^.at century*
The oontrihutiona of the nroapcctor eaulnpel with nick --nd burro
h.va ooaaed to be import nt nd future diocoveries depend upon
development of the tcchr;iquo of c^eoohyeio 1 nroanooting ?^ith delic t
electrical or nhyaioal instrument o. These methods may reveal
new read of mineralisation concealed under rooks or soil as v»t*s
done by the Swedish geologists when they located the goid ores of
Boliden under a covering of o-lacial drift. Anplicatioa of the
new met^io.ta remain highly uncertain, and the outlook in the future
is for extSiision of the boundaries of existing districts rather
than for discovery of new ones. This being true of the n -jor
met la ia also trvte of other mini:rala that a‘>ne
r
at the surface, such as coal aid other non-met .ilios* The locution
of the n tion-il rescurces in these minerals ia to a high degree
definitely known*
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.1 ^ '.till, ^..i
OL.rt, Between 19‘J0 1930-730 of the 2,130 oools in the UaitecL
St ten ore dlaooverocl. Tjventy of the fifty moet oroauctivo fielda
4cre four i during this dec -c-e. In 1930 the rich E st Tex b field
wtxe ooc'-ed, Thia field oro:!! ;ea to bo t*"e greuteet oroauoing field
over aiecovored. H i-ny diocoveriea oere de in K^XiS in 1935
,.nd it is lo-ic 1 to U 3sum2 th^^t the so^^roh for c41 »iil continue
to be eucce rsful for rafxny more ye rs. The loc tion of euoh neo
find is definitely uncert^iin, but the best ohMioea lie in the -^eneml
vicinity of eatn^^lished oroduotioa, oaoeoit?liy in the lUd-coi*t orient
field, the LoulaiviZi---Tex'^.a Gulf Co -at, Cf^lif ornitJ., and nox'tions
of the rooky M' untains. The quickneaa with which the iiaportcXit
met-il i oil fields wer discovered is shown in the following
table(E)
Number of Metal Mining Diotrioto and Oil Fields of the United States
Discovered (or First Deveiooed) in Each Dec ide, 184Q-'1933,
TABL^ III
Dec -de Metal Mining
Le:.ding 35 Districts All Fields Le.wdini
50 Field-
Before 1840* 3 .
1840-49 2 — -
1850-59 5 2 -
1860-69 4 66 -
1870-79 7 66 1
1880-89 7 135 1
1890-99 2 232 3
1900-09 5 2 6 9
1910-19 460 15
1920-29 730 20




( 2 ) Kigri tion and Econo.'.ic Ooportuiiity ^age 25B.
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(.*) Diatrioto oroduclng gold, silver, coper, lead, "inc,
and iron that hrive yield the largest value of oroduot since
earliest development. There rare, of course, a great many leaser
districts , Claosifioat ion by decade uaually relates to yeciX of
first rignirioant production and a number of thes-^ districts were
iirst aiscovored much e .rlier. In severfU. of these major districts
there have of course been notable extensions, such as the Picker
field in the ti-i-St'.te zinc and lead district. Alaska ia not included.
(b) Compiled from t bulation in the old and Gr^s journad, issue
of AUfrpist 23, 1934. Does not include 62 fields for which data of
discovery is not known.
(c) Compiled from tabulation in oil and Ga.a journal, issue of
October 31, 1935, with the addition of two taxes fields (Breckenridge
and Eieotra) to the 46 there listed. The 50 fields have yielded 58
per oeat of the country's all-tiuie production.
The V .rioua oil discoveries have been an important factor in
Dopuicctlon migration. The movement of 5C000 people into the taxes
oil fields is a proof of the above statement. The oil developments
in the south-est have provided more jobs thcUi the errly gold rush In
C lifornia. Jobs in the southwestern oil industry attracted young
men frexn the farms and small towns located new the oil fields. Of
the 156,000 men now engaged in oil and g-s proviuctlon ..est of the
Mlssisaiopl, the great majority are now native whites from Texas,
AklcJioir.a, Kansas, California and other western states. Therefore,
it is fair to assume that^j^^ migration to be exoected from nevi
digeoveries in more likely to be a series of local ovements from
the ire o of oresent established production ..ith recruitment of
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39 .
Caliiornic gold rush or a rapotitlon of tha original Migration from
the Appalachian oil fialda to the Southwest. 01 the other industries;
such as sulphur, torax, bauxite, potash, and some ol the lesser
Metals wherein possibilities ol future discovery mty open new centers
ol activity, the influence upon Migration and eMployMent would be
very SMall because, none ol tliese industries eiaploys a great number
ol people.
B- THANSx'ORTATlOK*
When resources are discovered, the important lactor in making
them available lor use, is transi^ortati on. The future of these
resources depends upon the development ol the entire network
associated with the process ol settlement as a whole. Healistio
appraisal ol the pull ol natural resources upon population must be
figured in terms of transi^ortuti on laoilites. An example is the
completion ol the northwestern railroads. The number ol men
employed in lumbering in Oregon and i^ashington increased from almost
nothing before the railroad to 13,705 at the census of 18B9
,
the
product going largely to other settlers whom the railroad likewise
attracted •
The first important type of transportation was the canal which
was practically eliminated by the influence of the railroad. At the
present time another agency of transport is modifying resource
availability in ways that perhaps cannot yet be fully appreciated.
We refer to the automobile which has greatly expanded the system of
secondary transportation. They are used in the handling of small
averages in both '' est and iouth. In agriculture the sutomitle and
the i .proved roads have been a oontilutiag cause ol expansion
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1889 1909 1929 1909 1929
I'Orthe.at
Indi jfia 15,000 7,000 3,000 8,000 4,000
New York 13,000 9,000 3,000 4,000 6,000




27,000 12,000 27,000 15,000
Minneaot
a
21,0001b) 17,000 4,000 4,000 13,000
Tfiaoonsin 41,000 25,000 14,000 16,000 11,000
Southeast
Alab vQia 6,000 21,000 26,000 15,000 5,000
Florida 4,000 18,000 17,000 14,000 1,000
Georgia 6,000 18,000 15,000 12,000 3,000
North G irolina 6,000 31,000 17,000 25,000 14,000
South Carolina 3,000 14,000 16,000 11,000 2,000
Tenne" see 7,000 19,000 10,000 12,000 9,000
Virginia 6,000 30,000 9,000 24,000 21,000
7,‘St Virginia 4,000
Lower Misaiaai^pi Valley
18,000 8,000 14,-00 10,000
Ark nsorS 7,000 31,000 22,000 24,000 9,000
Louisiana 3,000 44,000 30,000 41,000 14,000
Misaiaslopi 4,000 32,000 31,000 28,000 1,( 00
TexAa 7,000 22,000 16,000 15,000 6,000
Pacific Coast
California 5,000 16,000 22,000 11,000 6,000
Oregon 4,000 13,000 35,000 9, COO 22,000
Wi.ahington 9,000 42,000 59,000 33,000 17,000
(c)
U.S. Tot «1 31,964 547,000 419,000 235,000 128,000
V
The fit^rea for 1889 and 1909 include stahliehmentis oroaucing over
$500 a year; those for 1929 only establishments oroduoing over 200,000
feet (anproxi j'T.tely $5,000). In 1919 the number of wage earnera employed
in e.)t_. biiehmenta producing from ^500 to $5,000 wan 11,648 out of 480,945.
Figure for 1899.
Includes the at ^tes of smaller nroduotion
J
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of tho crop erea into the woatern plains. The autoraotile and
the truck are reaching much land in tho interior vfchich hea not teen
aooeaeitle to cBtrjcet or to railway shipping points, '’'he effects upon
agricultural production are partly ragiatered in increasing
intonaivenaaa of land use end partly in actually tringin? into
cultivation land otherwise idle. The ooatined result laay pr'^ve to
be just rs i ..portant in expanding agricultural production in the
future as the rrilroad was in the past.
Another type of expansion is the pipe line transportation
systeii, by moans of these pipe lines gas is carried from the Taxes
xanhendle and the Hugoton field ol southwest Kansas into the cities
of the Mississippi Valley, the Twin Cities, Chicago, and Indianapolis.
The development of high-voltage electric trenscaissi on lines performs
a function of transporting energy that would otherwise have to be
:Bana e.^ by pipe line or by rail. Heduction of transmission costs
and interooni'^ection of systems have brought within range of the
DK rket many waterpower sites which ware formerly inaccessible.
This type of transportation makes it possible to transport power to
established centers of population. It is logical to assume that
the tbovQ i provements in transportation must be dealt with in
evaluating the affects of resources upon population movement in the
United States.
C. 'PIKC ''^SG'THOl.OaY
Technical progress in methods of extraction and of use
greatly affect the resources to be counted as available. Aside
from Q\iLtk like the production of synthetic substitutes competing
with the ni-ture product, the effects of technoLo Ty have chiefly been
to find new outlets for ff mi liar materials or to raise suta^rginal
reserves into commercial utilities.
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Tduhnolo»3y field of mining haa contrituteo to makie
available reaouroea that would otherwiae be uaeleaa by an; L ling
men to penetrate deeper and deeper into the e^rth'a interior.
Among the Important oontrib utiona are i/aprovement a in ventilation
and devices for artificial cooling at depths where the earth's tody
temperature aai^ea labor otherwise unbearable. (4) In the field of
oil production the depth of drilling has increased in the last twenty
years from L,500 feet to over 10,000 feet. Thus this increaaed depth
permits production of oil from wella heretofore classifisu as unavailable
or unicnown. %ohnical progress in mining and metallurgy has made
possible utili'ation of deposits of low-grade ores; use of power
shovels on the surface has tendea to develop mass methods of mining;
improvements in crushing and concentrating equipment such as the
Wilfley table and the process of flotation which permit separation
of finely divided mineral from the waste with uncanny precision and
completeness; (5) and advances in the chemistry of smelting and
'relining. These changes have added many million tons to the national
ore reserves and directed the industry of copper mining to new centers
of activity.
Technological i mi^roveraents also aflects the availability of
forest resource. The potable mill, motor truck., and tractor are
modifying methods of cutting timber as well as transporting it. f^hose
impovements permit the logging of sioall isolated acreages and thin
stands and, when desired, the systematic culling o.; the stand by removal
o.f the larger trees and Leaving the smaller ones until maturity.
(4) A. p. Buokham, "Dfep iiining,'’ The Canadian ..lining Metallurgical
Bulletin, December, 1955, pp. 638-4<i
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In th« wDOd industry ^spsn oan ta utilized lor wood-pulp whan
nixed with other species and my raise to possible use ol the dense
second growth ol aspen in the cutover areas ol the greet lakes as was
the Horty process ol 0K..lcing newsprint Iron slash or other southern pine.
11 these processes are counercia lly sucoesslul they nay utill e great
areas ol southern tinter lands, and parallel developments in the
production of other wood-pulp products may be expected both in the
South and the Paclic northwest sections ol the United States. (6)
"Technical change in agreioulture has af>de possible the utilization
ol areas that could not otherwise have been employed lor cultivation,
and proloundly modilied the relative value ol land lor agricultural uses.
(7) Cultivation ol the Great Plains and the prairies was made possible
by the inventions tnd use ol barbed wire, improved well -dri lling equip-
ment, the all-steel plow, cheep windmills, and harvesting machinery.
Introduction ol draint'ge end irrigation also lacilitated cultivation.
There! ore, even agricultural resources are by no means lixed and,




This section shall deal with the inlluence ol depletion on
regional shilts ol industry and population movements.. The lector
ol depletion is causing the greatest changes in the natural resource
(6) Ibid, pp. 31, 39, 40
(7) National Resources Board Report, Dec. 1, 1934, p. 102
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Held, hence, it has obvio u reoctions on tn^ luture pi’Oductivity,
ol labor nnd production coeto in t: o extractive inductrieo and i/iil
t:.c:efoi*o influence in tl.e future tue atnnutirti of livi'/; of tl.G nation
us Q ’.vl.olc •
1, i'inor 1 Depletion
The luont spectac.^iar declines in tiie iiininij population are in
t*.e ghost towns of netrl raining. In ti.e barren regions, .;her*e so much
of the search *or metals t kes place, exiiaustion of the i.iines may destroy
all reason for existence :f t..e tov;n. In tl e . ici ignn copper country
ttie total popul=-»tion liouhhton and hovvocnav counties increased to over
db,000 in 1910 li.ost of va om were supportea dii'ectly 'or indirectly by
the copper mines, ..o -ever, due to increased competition by /-ostern
lames anu exhaustion of local tames, the population had decreased by 1930
to b7,0G0, The ofi’ects of i.ineral depletion in stimulation migration
is also present in tr.e petroleura industry. Just as discovery of neiv
pools drav/s people to nev; areas, so exj<nustlori of the older ones lorces
them to emigrate,
2, Forest uopletion,
T- e eifects of depletion in the lu;. ber industry are clearly
registered in the employmeiit recurus as shovm ir* taale IV page 40, |
In recent yeaz’s ti.e job cj.anges have involved little long-, istant
li.igrotion, the increases being filled b^ recruit, ent of local men.
Thus, the decreases in lacor forces nve often thro\m v/orkers back
into subsistence agiicuiture. At tit cs, the ii.dustry has stimulated
direct migration as ’.vorin ,cn folxov;eu ti.e lu. .^oi* ca: pa from one location
to ai other. It is said t..at hail ol t:,e pi’oser. t working force on the
Paciiic boast ca:..e oi-iginally from the Lane btates. In ti.e far west
I
I.>; u {jiA:*H/ii^, \ f] \/(,ti >: ,mii?.
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ti'.cre rerninc q nir^.ber of vir^^in tiv.ber '-rcco ,ot to be openoa up
which are not opnrsely popul teci, . orkero needed for thoce oi*eo8
would be drav;n fror.': local ti bnr areas In the caine re[;ion,
.
fven ui*en
second growth material le cut t? ere will V^e no great need of migration
between regions because t^ie cutover and second grov/th ti::ber tiroes
(
u- .
already contain n surplus of unemployed persons,.
3, soil rrosion.-
The annual loss ca>.‘sed by soil erosion in the United btatec ..Las
been esti: t;ted at 400 r^Lillion dolla ‘c, (8) Until very recently the
wastes of the soil htive been generally ignored. It is now established
t};at the spread of civilisation in our country has been accompanied ^
uy a gutting and v/ssting of laiui witlu ut equivalent in history, ^
It is alrrost itnpossll le to fir^are the extent of ti'.e dai..agc done by
erosion /ith the core and precision expected of scientific appraisal,
^
since careful reasuremer.t ar.d record keeping I'twe only just begun. It ^
was not until t ,e creation of ti e £ oil Frosion ber ice in 1935 that




are still for from precise, but tie qualitative evidence at hand
;
indicates that no strtenont of tue cianage is .likely to rouse the public
mind to action on a scale co : .ensuratc with the noeu, ' c find that
erosion has bee or e an important factor in inducing migration, its cjlects
conditioned ond often obscured by the play of econo;..ic and social i actors,
’ ithdrawal of o^ie steep* r slopes and areas of undue cli:.attc risk froi.i
cultivation requires moven.ent of v.any of the fan .ere now tilling them.
The abandonment of impoverished land has already been a force behind
migration though its e fects are often inoepararle from oth^r causes,
such as t 0 boll weevil ana the chrii^'ing dei.iund lor export in the
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c ;se 01’ t; e ovoT lont out ol t e go ^ton l elt. In tlio cret-t
Plnlrr> the iTjr edi* to crtuoc of i: igrntion ti c fot;r of n drought,
yet tJiG national interest in sale use of the Irnd ;vould not itself
Triokc advisable t o tnovei ent of frou 240,000 to 710,000 people. In
the Southom Appalac if<no and the do «ton . elt ti.e i. r.ediate cause is
overcrov/ding, irrespective ol soil v/nstage, but the inaicuted v/ithdrnual
ol the stoep^'r lar.as fron cultiv tion v;onld ol itself necessitate
L'lT'rration or. a large sc le. (9) l ovor'onto of a like nature will t'.-:e
place in other areas of scri jo erosion such as the Lower rissouri
Volley, the o^arka,’ ti)e u./per Ohio *iiHs, parts of ti.e i-ontuciiy
Lov/lai'.ds, eostern oklaiioi a, end northw est 'fexEis, In t .ene re^^i no we
may expect a down hill rrigrution ol fanners, if not through social
guidance, tiion through incr^ .. sin/’; poverty, . ovoi..ont i.ay be expected
off coi.G of the overgraced laiias of tiio and ^ost, A reduction in
the ranching population in certain areos appears itievitable unless
IrproveL’.ent ol gracing prac tice increases the carryin/^ capacity of
the range,
Vliut will nap,,en vO the i igrnnts who are driven froit tlieir l.ores
by erosion? There are two possible outlets: an oastwora r.overuont from
the wind-uevastated plains, and a northward rGOver.iont out of the South,
2. F.;rK0T.- Ol. r^Ofb -TlUl. i.OVK; l.T
'?lie largest populr.tion movements v/hich are seen by the future
c anges In the resources Eire t ose a: sociated with depletion which
ray reach large proportions over a nun^ber ol years. Lining sliifts from
exhausted • re s to those ;ith larger reserves, Lui.ber v.ill continue its
pursuit of virgin stands, and tiQ they «yeco e exf* usted, turn to areas of
second growth, tendencies thfit forecast loc-
1
luoveii^jnt iiOre than inter-
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re^iDnal migratiDn. F? riser a will t© alDwly puahecl frona the at©. per
slopes and the duat-tlown plains 1 sheer aconoisio pressure even if
soeial guidance does not lead the way. It is hazardous loth for lack
of data and teoui. ae the <3ffeeta of eraaion are mingled with other factors
such as over-crowding, changing markets, climate risk and such, to
figure in terms of numters the movementa to te caused ty soil eraaion.
It is clear that the comtinad pressure, mention in the alove sentence,
may te expected to cause large-scale migration from the areas of
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CHAPTER III
THE REGIONAL MOVEMENT OF INDUSTRY

48
C. THE REGIONAL MOVEMENT OF INDUSTRY
In this chapter ne will briefly explore the possibilities of
change In the pattern of industrial location. In the existing
pattern of Industrial location, employment opoortunltles are
largely massed In urban areas. This movement has been caused by
the decline of the number of persons employed in the extractive
Industries. There are many who believe that business is already
changing Its habits and tending toward a wider scatter of emoloy-
ment by decentralization of Industry. The follovA ng discussion
shall be devoted to the two fields of mining and manufacturing.
However, more time shall be devoted to manufacturing because the
decentralization that Is usually advocated Is that of Industry and
It Is in this field that a mariced dispersion of employment is
already ta<lng place, and In this field most of the discussion will
take place.
1. THE MINERAL INDUSTRY
A. DECENTRALIZATION:
The mining Industry Is naturally decentralized because mining
must be carried on where the mineral Is located. Of the total
number of peonle engaged In mining 59^ live In villages, of less
than 2,500; 25 per cent live In towns of under 25,000 population;
7 per cent live on farms; and 9 per cent live In cities of 25,000
Inhabitants or more. Therefore, for the mining population as a
whole, the existing pattern of distribution Is one of decentrali-
zation. However, In recent years there Is a trend toward concen-
tration of production fewer and larger mines. Another trend is on
'
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Increasing efficiency In tranaoortatlon which enablea the miner
to live at a greater distance from his wor^ than he previously did.
In any one Industry the number of active mining operations is the
result of opposing forces, some making for scatter and some for
concentration, A rise of price tends to open more mines while a
decline In price naturally closes marginal mines. Among the factors
making for concentration is the exhaustion of the outcrops of the
richer deposits, rhlch tend to eliminate the small producer and to
force large-scale corporate enterprise. As a general rule techno-
logical change favors concentration. Among the factors maicing for
scatter are discovery of new deposits, expansion of transport, and
technological Improvements making available deposits previously
unworkable. However, if the newly opened deposit proves exception-
ally rich It may drive earlier sources out of business and moice
for concentration. The Phenomenal expansion of oil and gas produc-
tion by Its migration to newly discovered fields has offset any
possibility of concentration v;lthln the industry even though there
has been a marked Increase In the size of the plant.
On the other hand, In the Iron industry the forces of concen-
tration are dominant. Since 1880 the trend has been toward concen-
tration In fewer mines of Increasing size. Among the factors
Involved were the develooment of the phenomenal Lake Superior depostts,
so hiffh in grade and so well adopted to mechanized mining as t
achieve a r^reet advantage over the abundant but hl'^her cost and
lowergrade deposits previously wor .ed. The grov;lng steel Industry
demanded bigger mines and ore reserves sufficient in
to Insure the future of Its hugh Investment. These points caused
j
50
the elimination of the little mines and furnaces located In Ohio,
western Pennsylvania, and the Aooalachlans, and tv-.o sources
Lake Superior and Birmingham, Alabama came to dominate the national
supply of ores and the trend .as therefore tower s concentration.
During the same period similar chanres occurlng In the blast furnaces
which smelt the ore Into pig Iron forecast a trend towards more
ore but fewer mines and more metal but fewer furnaces.
Thus, we conclude thf-t in industries other than oil and its
offlllates, there Is a tendency towards a decline in the number of
mines ooeratlng and an Increase In the size of the average mine or
plant, while the oil Industry shows the opnoslte trend In number
of operating wells,
B. DEPRESSION CHANGES IN NUMBER OF MINES:
Except for the oil, gas, and gold industries the experience
of the lost twenty years prior to the deprersion points lo the feet
that concentration of oroduction Ina decreasing number of large
plants or mines In anticipated, here ere other exceptions as
Illustrated by the use of motor trucks In the tran- porta. t ion of
bituminous coal, wtilch has opened up hundred of mw mints because
of cheapness of transportation and nearness to markets. The same
phonemenal factor has Influenced the sand an* gravel Industry by
the Introduction of portable plants which shift from one location
to another when a Job is comolcted, Howevey, the latter two
discoveries do not clve much promise of affecting employment on a
large scale.
The ever-widening radius of dally travel made possible by the
automobile has given the mine worker a new freedom of movement, wnich
allows him a greater variation in selection of location to live In,
/AC ( -V vt'-
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He cen now live TJlles away from his . ork in a little country home
and travel to and from work every day In his automobile. However,
this Increaslnv range of dally travel also Is a syuptom of unemoloy-
ment In local Industries, because men are fored to seek wor«; at
greater distances from home,
C. EFFECTS UPON POPULATION DISTRIBUTION:
Many miners have in recent years combined mining and farming.
This new development has been made possible by the Introduction of
the hard road and the automobile Wi.lch offer the necessary flexi-
bility of movement. The depression has caused many miners to seek
land for cultivation, which seems like a wise thing to do when they
have a family to helo take care of the farm, Ho?;ever, the centers
of pooulation growth are likely to be In either originally established
Indeoendent communities, or the comoany towns which eventually
become Indenendent communities. These central communities are more
beneficial to the miner, because It offers advantages in education
to his children, better stores, wider social contacts, and ownership
of a oermanent home and treater freedom. he central community
offers more onoorutnltles for work and a v.ider choice of Jobe to
the miner, than does the Isolated camp where one comoany Is deoended
upon to furnish emoloyment.
2. DIFFUSION F SL'.NUFACTURINO KMPLOYiENT
This section of the discus'^lon concentrates on the manufacturing
Industries and *helr effect on emnloyment. Population movement must
be guided by the oresence of economic opoortunlty because It Is
necessary not only to have a knowledge of the orobable distribution
of employment amonf’ Industries but to In * Ire as well Into the prob-
able geographic distribution of the Industries, xhe Intra-reglonal
izinipQ i ^ • >l>|!if,'ibVi4'
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distribution of manufscturlng Industries as It effects employment
and governments! policies shall therefore be discussed in the
folloviing oeges. Ihe question arises; will there be a reversal of
the city ward migrations because the bullc of our manufacturing
plants Kill be located in the countryside? Also, will the surplus
agricultural population find non-agricultural emoloymcnt in rural
surroundings? Do stranded slbslstence homesteads, conceived as
dependent on part-time agricultural and Industrial em loyment,
have sufficient attractive power for manufactures so that the
homesteads con dot the rurol landscaoe in numbers sufficient to
serve as a solution to some of our maladjustments? These are some
of the questions to be answered and whose answers depend in large
part on loca ional trends omong types of communities.
a. r^aiONAL DIGTRIBU" ON OF 7<AGF JOBS
The growth of the extractive industtles In the west necessarily
attracted such deoendent bran hes of menufecturing as the processing
of food and lumber, the rntnufacturing of agricultural Imolements, the
reduction of ores, etc. In the settlement o^ this country one finds
a fairly close coireletion be ween regional shifts In population
end menufactur ng industries. Therefore, tables V and VI point out
tha* the regional displacements :f vage Jobs are both sbsolute end
relative. (1) ”The relative Increase In the per cent of age Jobs
In the Couth Atlantic and East South v.entrrl states is also of
significance. These regional changes were made v-ith less regard
to movements in population end the posribllities of exploiting
natural resources than wes the ccae In the westward movement. The
movement w«- s bottomed more on the exoloitation o-" human resources’,' (2)
(1) Migration end Economic Opoortunlty n, 317.
(2) Iblt p.lA
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Recionsl Diotribution of Joho In Mttnufaotur0t;,18'?S-19;53
TABL'P' FIW (BaeCil on the Cenv.uaeo of Manufactures)
\
« Nu'r-h-r of 'age Jobs.
1899 1919 1929 1931 19^3_
tfrilted i^t .tea 5,288,132 9,085,890 8 ,838,743 6,514,358 ;j,04b, 768
lesf Efigi:uid 947,645 1,351,369 1 ,0f 8,514 050,132 798, '*82
Vlille Atl-aioic 1,812,591 ^,836,629 0 ,536,719 1,94 ,92- 1,726,432
liSt -’orth 3eat;ral i,ic::-,oB6 ,377,426 2 ,513,912 1,735,748 1,580,732
feat North Owatral 353,073 537,745 513,565 3' 4,504 350,811
South Atl .ntio 191, 862 83 '*,090 935,736 744,635 778,968
E^st South Central 184,744 320,972 368, ae 256,070 259,120
feet South C ntrc,l 118,918 385,244 297,743 199,694 192,685
Mount uin 61;643 ~ 109,216 102,492 70,040 59,853
®4tll ic— 142,089 435,179 471,246 318,407 300, 5G5
T‘BLS FIV”
T’fti' oent of U.S, Total
U.iited States 100 100 ICO 100 loo
“
Se» Encrland 17,9 14.9 12.4 13.0 13.2
Mi tile Atl ntio 34.3 31.2 28.7 29.9 28.5
^u3t North Centr .1 22.4 26.2 28.4 26.6 26.1
lest North Central 6.7 5.9 5.8 6.1 5.8
South Atlantic 9.3 9.1 10.6 11.4 12.9
last South Centr.tl 3.5 3.5 4.2 3.9 4.3
Jest South Central 2.2 3.2 3.4 3.1 3.2
Bountaln 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0
iaolf io P 7 4.8 5.3 5.0
*'^age Jobs oer fhousbind Population 1899, iflD, cuid 1^S9
TABLE Ti::
Region




United St -tea 69.6 86.0 72.0
Jew England 169.5 182.6 134.5
pi idle Atlantic 117.3 127.4 96.6
(E-st North Central 74.2 110.7 99.4
West North Central 34.1 42.9 38.6
iSouth Atl.aitic 47.1 5f . 5 59.3
? -at South Centr il 24.5 36.1 37.3
pest South Central V\2 27.8 24.5
fountain 30.8 32,7 27.7
58.8 78.2 57.5

*’The regional movements to the Middle and Far West and to the
South Here achieved at the expense of the old manufacturing belt
comprising the New England and Middle Atlantic States. This,
obviously, Is a reflection of the changing locational configuration
of manufactures in Its adaptations to pooulatlon movements and
to shifts In woricable natural resources,'* (3) These regional
shifts to the Southern and Pacific regions, therefore, are likely
to continue, but probably at a decreasing rate.
Tables V and VI are significant In figuring the distribution
of emoloyment, Ihe procedure for ascertaining the location of the
aggregate of wape Jobs In manufactures is the following; For each
of the nine geograohlc regions an aggregate Is computed of the
number of wage Jobs, Such regional aggregates are calculated for
each of the census years 1899, 1919, 19?1 and 19?’. This total
of wage Jobs In a region forms the base of the rt rcentages for
that region and year. The number of wage Jobs In each of seven
types of locali'Mes is expressed as a percentart of the regional
total. In comoutlng the percentages of the United Ctates as a
whole, the base used for each year Is, the number of wage Jobs In
manufacturing in tne United States; end the total number of ware
Jobs In each of the seven tyoes of localities regardless of legion
is expressed as a percentage of the United States total of all wage
Jobs,
These are many changes In manufacturing employment due, to
ooening of new nlants, closing of old olmts or relocation of old
plants, and continual exoandlng and contracting of emoloyment In
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54 ,
existing plRnts. All of the above changes affect the distribution
of ernoloyment ara'mfT all tyots of communities, and the results of
them all are cru^?ht in the statis" leal net of the ags-regate of
waf7e Jobs.
ffe find that fev- olants have moved In recent years from one
type of comTiunlty to another, which indicates the mar'-red stability
of the locational pattern over the past generation. Therefore, we
may conclude that the manufacturing Industry is e.ther Effected by
a very hirh dertree of Inertia or else has on the v.. ole been reason-
ably well located with resoect to competitive advantage.'
Our next step Is to find out how real or how enduririg are the
opponent advantages of the present locations.
I?. LOCAHONAL FACTORS IN SPECIflC I'-iDUSTrJKS
There is a oronounced concentration of wape Jobs in the industrial
areas, Te find three t.pes of Industrial locat;.on:
1 Thos** industries that are highly concentrated in the prlncinal
cities with no secondary concentrations in any oth«r locational
category. The first industry of this kind is i’>'« women's clothing
wh“re over 80 per cent of the wage Job in the regular shoos and
almost 7^ cent in the contract shoos were located in the
prlnclor.l cities. "^he reason for such concentration is bss“d on
the factor of styl“, nearness to mark'=‘t, seasonality of industry,
and high 1; bor costs. The chief reason for the small amount of
diffusion or dispersion that exists in this industry, c- u«ed by
the desire of the manufactures to escape union control. The less
standaralzed products of the industry such as house dresses, where
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for Iriv'^ntory and thi^reby r'^auces seasonal fluctuations In
enmloyraent . Less aenendence on foreign styles nay cause a
shift in the Industry from the Middle Atlantic region to large
cities In the East ana West North Central r.tates. Such e
procedure would tend to create a closer conformity to oonulatlon
distribution ana would give a regional oattern more correlated
to that of men's clothing.
Two-thirds of the wage .lobs in the gas and electric light
fixtures Industry are located in the orlnclpal cities and 14
per cent in the surrounding cities. This industry has chosen
its location in regaras to markets. In the tinware industry
58 per cent of the wage .lobs are in the prlncloal cities pnd
20 oer cent in surrounalng cities, bee use a central distributing
ooint tenas to maice it more profitable to locate within an
Industrial area. The time element has caused 65 per cent of the
wage .Jois In the book and .lob printing Industry to be located
within the orlncloal cities. In the cosmetics and perfume industry
75 T5er cent of the wage Jobs were located in the principal cltl'^s
because of nearness to markets and imported raw materials. The
confectionery and gum Industry is similar to the book nnd Job
printing Industry. In the po'nt and varnish industry over
85 per cent of the wage Jobs are located In principal cities and
surrounding cities, because of nearness to markets • na increased
cost of transporting finished product. In the steel worits and
rolling mill nrooucts 7b cent of wage Joos are located In
principal cities and surrounalng on^^s, bee- use of nearness to
markets ana the aavantages gained in freight rates by having
coal and ore meet half-way.
r;.. dJ'JoW W iirW ^4^
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The above Industries that are concentrated In Industrial
areas are not sub.Ject to locational ulsolecenjent exceot those
regional In character. The evidence presented thus for suggests
that there Is little likelihooa of any wlaeepread scattering of
Industry as long as Its location is aeterTilned by the forces and
factors that are now observable.
2. Those Industries with luportant secondary concentrations
outside Industrial areas. Three-fourths of the emoloyment In
the manufacture of cigars and cigarettes Is distributed about
evenly among principal cities of industrial areas, other cities of
over 100,000, and Imnortant industrial counties. The use of
machinery since 1900 has caused a great part of the Industry to
migrate Into the Industrial areas of New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
which may eventually eliminate small shoos in central locations.
Large scale p'^oductlon would be ca’'’rled on more advantageously
In the cities surrounding the principal cities. The K'St North
Central states comprise 6S per cent of the wage .lobs In the
engines, turbines, tractors end waterwhe Is Industries. There Is
no reason to look for regional or locational distribution in this
Industry. Three-fourths of the Inauatry are located in prlncioal
cities, surrounding cities, md Inport^nt Industrial counties.
About per cent of the machine tools Industry ana the paper boxes
Industry are located In the principal cities. The reason for this,
Is that these Industries have a comparatively small Investment
and the Importance of the time factor In making deliveries Is
readily seen. Thus, locational displacements In these Industries
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there hap been a hl^?h def^ree of concentration nrj th thr‘»e-fourths
of the Inaustry located In the Rest North Central states. The
automobile Industry is like the industries that located in indus-
trial areas as shown in the first section of this discussion, but
the selection of Detroit as the center of this Industry was purely
accidental as everyone knows. Althoui^h 46 per cent of the industry
is located in the prlncinal cities, there is an aopreciable con-
centration in cities of 100,000 population outside of the Industrial
areas. Despite the accidental considerations which led eventually
to the present regional concentration, subsequent events have
shown the industry to be well loccted, because It has adaoted
itself to mass production methods ana is in a central location
to hander consumer trade. Nearly 70 per cent of the wa«?e Jobs
in the livestock inaustry are located in such cities as Chlca^to,
Sioux City, St. Louis, St. Paul, Kansas City, end other cities
In the Rast ana West North Central States. The centrall'^atlon was
brjuf^ht about by the Introduction of rail transoortatl on of live-
stock and the Introduction of refrigerated storapje and rsllroad
cars. A Chant^e In the locational pattern of livestock and correlated
industrl'^s Is not likely, but the possibilities of a further
westward shift of oroductlon, including the erection of some new
olants on the Pacific Coast, as well as a wider diso^rslon of nork
backing through the corn-hog belt is foreseen. In New England
the boot and shoe Industry is located in Industrial counties and
in the surrounding districts of industrial areas. Location In
orlnclbal cities and Industrial counties oredomlnates in the
Middle Atlantic Htates, while location In non-Indus trial c unties
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Is the trend In the never regional develorraente of the Middle vest.
The refore, wage Jobs are about equally divided In the three sections
of the country.
3. Industries concentrated in non-lndustrlal districts are as
follows: The lumber and timber industry, glee Industry, clay
industry, cotton goods Industry, woolen goods industry, furniture
Indu try, and others of lesser importance. All of the above named
Industries are subject to dispersion. Lumber is where you find It;
glass must be near Its essential raw material—natural gas; cheanness
of taxes, controlled labor and lenient labor legislation make for
the location of the cotton gooas Industry In the South Atlunt'c.
The clay Industry has Its raw materials available In most regions
and cost of transoorta ion being relatively high for such low priced
materials, we find It being manufactured In localities where Its
market Is.
The preceding sections have been presented In an attempt to
analyze In summary fashion the factors conditioning the location of
leading Industries and to evaluate "heir permanency. These results
confirm. In the mtln, ‘he indications of statls leal trends. The
locational displacements Indlcatea as probable by this enaly'^ls are
mainly regional In character, and such regional shifts to the
South Atlantic and Kast and West South C-^ntral states may very
frequently Involve communities in alspersed areas. But further shifts
will Involve only a few industries and will be on a relatively small
scale In terras of wage Jobs, ana therefore cannot materially affect
the locational pattern by types of communities. In conclusion we
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may nay that the eyi'dence presentea that there le little
likelihood of rny widespread scattering of Industry as long as
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CHAPTER IV.
D. CHANGES IN DEMAND FOR EM^LOYlTENTv
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D, CHANGgg IN DEMAND FO? hI^'PLOYMTtkt
Before deoicLing where oeoole are likely to be needed, we must
find out what they i-tre going to be needed for. Therefore, we will
no.; examine the factors affecting the distribution of the demand for
man-oover among the major tynea of oocuoation, namely, agriculture,
forestry acid conservation, extractive industry, manufacturing and
construction, and in the tr des and services.
Ever since records have been keot, the fraction of the
oopulation eng. ged in agriculture has declined; and in spite of
great increases in mining-the proportion employed in extractive
industries taken as a whole has be n shrinking as compcired to that
in mioiufaoturiag, commerce, and the service trades. A century of
Amerio>in figures hfd displayed the surprising regul.-rity of the
trend. According to 'Professor ^elpton*s revision of the census
figures the proportion of the gainfully occupied population engaged
in agriculture has decreased at every enumeration and fallen
from 72 per cent in 1820 to 26 per cent in 1980. In the meantime
mining has increased from a little more than a quarter of a per cent;
manufacturing and mechanical pursuits rose from 12 to 31 per cent,
and trade md transpor tion inorensed tenfold to 25 per cent. (1)
Since 1930 over a million people have returned to agriculture
which is a revers.>.l of Professor Whelpton*s theory. Is this
phenomenon temporary or permanent and how is it going to solve future
distribution of man-power in the United States? Shc.ill .e follov* the
long time trend of Professor Whelpton or shall we follow the trend
(l) P.K, Whelpt on, "Occupational Groups in the United States, 1820-1920,
Jour. Araer.,Stat. Assn., XXI (Sept. 1926), 335-41
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In the field of food oroduction, it seems conclusive that the
need for m.ui-power will offer no oooortunity for migiation of part
of the urbfin raan-oowcr to the f rras. Instead, we find that if you
take into consider tion the prosoeots for ohajtigea in agrioultur-J.
efficiency and tot 1 population, the conclusion is inescapable that
unle-Ts wideworead. substitution of oart-time for full-ti e farming
la both desirable and possible, at le ^at 2,5 millions of the oresent
f rm population and all of the future natural increase must find
nonagrioultural emoloyiment if the volume of ineffective man-oover
on farms is not to remain above the level of 1929, (2) To increase
the oroportion of full-time f rmera at this time would mean to lo *r
the standard of living insofc.ir aa money income determines living
levels. The result would be essentially the sharing of a smaller
m iTkat for agrioulturiU. oroduce among a 1 rger number of farmers
which in simple economics means decreased incomes per farmer,
B, Foreign Trade:
International econo r.ica and political relations are In a bad
way, and the spirit of nationalism h€i8 incre sed on all sidea. Every
nation in the world today, generally speaking, is trying to become
eoononiloally aelf-euff ioient
.
The result being, that our foreign
markets have decreased from tihe 65 million acres of produce in
pre-daoreaaion days to 40 million acres in 1934, Therefore, with
( 2 ) Migration and Economic Oooortunlty,^^ • 627-38
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foreign tr .ds generally restrictel by tariffs, quotas, and subsidies,
it ffouli seem that nothing more than a gradual improvement can be
exoeoted in this field.
2. FORESTRY AND CONSERVATION.
In this section of our discussion we must distinguish between
the man po«er needed for the continuing lon^;:-time job of maintenance
and management, nd the initial and temoorary job of repair and
develooraent. The Natione.1 Resources Board states that the long-time
requirement B ore estimated at 750,000 employed an average of six
months a year. (3) The number of workers required for protection
and maintenai.ee during this oeriod would number another 750,000
or about 1500,000 vorkers for a ten year progr^on. The rural districts
in which moat of the work would be done have large numbers of
unemployed woods workers, part-time fc^rmers and others in need of
work. Thus, such a program would give the rural peoole much work
and at the same time make for continuance of the employment of
young men in the Civilian Conservation Corps, However, no likelihood
is seen for the abaorotion of many of the industrial unemployed in
this work other thetn the C.C.C, At the oresent time we find 700,000
oeoolo omployed in forestry and conservation of whom 90 per cent are
relief workers.
There is little hocethat forestry and conservation orogramB of
a great ruajerity of the st te fund local governments will soon be
increased to even an anpreoiable fraction of the ideal orogram.
There is however, greatly increased thinking and planning about
forestry fOid conaervtion, which will doubtless result in some
increased regular conservation activities of all agencies of government
But without the incentive for orovidlng employment there is nothing
( 3 ) Nation<:^l Resources Board Report, Washington, 1934.
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to Indio te th t the country .<lil aoon be ready to fliujice a
oonservttion prograiti, ne rly sis groat as th--t outlined by the
National ReaouroeB Board*
MINING
A, The Long and short tinie vievvpoint.
Future employment in the mines depend on Ahether one takes
a long-time or a short-time view. At present it seems th^.t the
natioiiw^l reduiroments of miner la may oontinuo to be supplied
by 3 per cent of the working force of the country. However, the
dominate factor in the long-time view point is, that the slo-ning
do.tn of discoveries of new deposits and the inoreovsing difficulties
of mining caused by depletion may be expected to force increased
outlay of eCfort per unit of product, and the increase of a labor
force to help the machine in the required extraction of the minerals.
The only possibility for iricreaeed employment from the short-time
vie.ipoint is in the oo 1 raining industry, due to shortening of hours •
At beat, employment in the nilriing industry will fall 7 to 12 per
cent below that of 1929,
The long term viewpoint looks for an increase in employment
due to increased labor required for raining bec ause of the necessity
of resorting to leaner deposits and thinner be^s at great r depth,
B, Copper
The copper industry is not so much affected by the possibilities
of techjioio^ic chaiige as by foreign competition. Copper being a
oonuiodity of high value ".epanda upon .lorid mai’kets for its e>.iotenc0.
Foreign oomoet.tion is aeatroying this ooun^ry*a possibilities in
world trade. Therefore, a subst nti-1 number of the 37,000 miners
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C. Aaihi ^r.a Bituuiinoua Coal.
In this induatry deoletion of the beat mineo is in nn odvcjaoed
at ge. I**oro-.aing difficulties in mining have offset any technologloaJL
inventions. Use of machines hao, however, increased the out out oer
man *4*d competing fuels to^;ether with incre sing loss of markets,
points to the fact that it is unlikely for emoloyinent in these mines
to ever come b-'.ck to Vite 19B9 level.
In the Bituminous field the outlook is di ferent. During the
near future it soema clec^r that the cumulative pre sure of fuel
efficiency and of the rival sources of ener^^y will tend to offset
the normal gro./th in the national consumption of power, and that
bituminous coal oroduction can h rdly exceed the levels of 1929,
Ho lever, the chances for the next two or three years seem likely
to raise the working force rie^ixer to the 1929 level vvithout exceeding
that level. Traoneli and Llsley estim te that on a seven-hour day
the number of men required when business returns to 1929 activity
will bo about 470,000 men, a^^ainat 503,000 in 1929. As the numbers
actually employed in 1934 w^ra 453,000, this seems a very conservative
estimate. (4)
D. Gold
There has been an inorease of 25,000 workers in gold mining
due too the decline of commodity prices, the gold embft.rgo, and the
devtiluation of the dollar. The incre so in the price of gold offers
smaii hope of restoring the national output to the 1915 level because
depletion of Americ n j;cid deposits is far advanced. Ho.iever, some
further Inor-'!- ae in employment ia expected in the larger mines, where
(4) Trapnell aid Llsley oo. oit., ?. 85.
I
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a longer time is requirel for oreo.ratory development work. Under
oreaent conditions eatimated increase in eninloyment accou t to about
2C,000 jobs above the 19^9 level.
4. MANUFACTURIUIG AND CONSTRUCTION
In the manufacturing industry employment results from two
tre da that of production . nd th<xt of cutout per man. Due to
technoioorioal orogree a decrease in the nrodiout ivi ty of labor in
the future ia unthinkable. Technological progress in the twenties
made for significant chari^>:e8 in manufacturing and construction. The
amount of goods an industrial worker could produce went up faster
than the total amount produced, i^roduction Increased by more than
a third, using practically the same number of workers. The
ae ore Sion out output to a fraction of th'
t
1929, yet the output
per man hour went up. Technological changes are much less predictable,
their consequences are more difficult to gauge, and their diffusion
ia more rapid. Technological change may completely d^^8troy one industry
.and may be a matter of economic life and death to individual enterprise^
investors, and workers In that industry, while others, perhaps in
a competitive industry or even in an ei^tlrely new industry, at nd to
gain by their losses.
A. Manufacturing in General,
Depressions have not proved to be a check to the incre. se of
productive efficiency. The period since 1929 has been no exception.
Following a 41 per cent g in in output ner worker employed In the
ton years 'preceding 1939, Mills finds that the increase in
productivity oer man hour h a probably exceeded 20 ^er cent during
the period 1929-1935.(5)
i
( 5 ) Aspects of Mmiufacturing Operations uuring Reoov pry, "National
Burern; Economic Re.arch Bulletin 56,May 10,1935.
i
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Proluotivity hexs ceased to lag behind oroduction and is now outrunning
it. Employm >nt leveled off in the twenties because the gains in
production were, in the main, achieved by raising productivity. This
not only affects employment opnortunit ies in general but has
particularly dire consequences for those displaced by technical
inovation. Knowing the need for adaptability to changing conditions,
we must in the next section try to determine to what industries
disol.iced workers might look for new emnloyment in the future.
B. Future Possibilities of Employment In Manufacturing t*nd Construction
Technical orogresa has made for the inter-industrial disolaoeraent
of workers. Many who seek re-emoloyment will have to look to
industries other than those which formerly gave them a living beouuae
of technical orogresa. Barring armament increases or outright
our nduatries re fcaalcally well equioped at this time to meet any
rejisonably orobable demand, A shift in the distribution of
oin-chaaing oower, oermittlng greater satisfaction of the needs of
the low income grouos in the food and clothing incustry, would
inore se oroduction in the less fancy (Old more standardized and
mechanized branches of these industries, leading to greater effioienoy
of olanta =aready rruiking high in the productivity of labor. The
durable goods industry -.nd the correlated raw materials lines may
be expected to gain in importance, Advruicement in ohemior.l
technology and mass-fabrication methods cire in sight, and new
industries are most likely to soring up in this field. New
oroduction methods will increase the market for these oroducts
to such an extent th t more employment will result.
The necessary modernization of construction orocesses will
ent.iil considerable disoliUjement among the building orafts in favor
II
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of eniployraont in ftujtorles fiibrloatlng housing eisaembly parts. One
of our greatest needs are more and safer highways^ the building
of airports i irrigation, river, cvnd harbor projeotsi and flood and
soil erosion control. However, expansion of employment in this
field will depend largelyoUpon public rather than private finance.
In conclusion we may say only a apectaculciX increase in
oroductlon could bring employment in manufacturing and construction
industries to the levels prevailing through the twenties.
Should the agricultural surplus population and the mounting
number of those reaching employable age descent as a whole on
manufacturing and construction and push their way into employment
with the advai.tage of youth and strength and the willingness to
submit to more stringent working conditions, the result would be
wholesale displacement of those now in this field or those looking
for re-employment. Even under favorable conditions we conclude that
there will be no great increases in man-power to carry out the
industrial production of the near future*
C. Changes in Utilities, Transportation, Dietributlon and Services*
In the field of overhead services we find the limits to
employment opportunities less sharply defined than in physical
production, We note that there is more variation between the prospects
in different parts of the field and more dependence is placed on
factors of social organization. For ex raple, we find that clerical
and routine administrative chores are being systematized and mechanized*
Generally increasing efficiency is likely to cut into the expansion
of white-collar work and employment in the distribution and service trades*
The chances of increased employment in transnortation are
no more promising in the industry as a whole than in certain lines
i».,1. 4.|;v^ * .i^^,, 11^1^, ‘Lf^
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of m. -nufaoture. The naoe aary coordination and rationalization of
oomron carriera woull tend to restrict job ooportunitiea. The
sustained additional employment in the utilities \tould oomo only
from an extension of service for beyond what is now oontempir.ted
or considered profitable. Even with incre=.sei incomes sufficient
to demand this service, and construction of additional plant, the
Incre sed employment would soon reach its height when the factor
of increasing efficiency began to function.
If the majority of the neople receive increased income levels
than a oermanent expansion of services may occur. Otherv.ise,
no suoh expansion is contemplated. We find that a continuing growth
of general overhead organization and services based on nearly
oomplete Automatloity of physical oroduotion is, in a sense, the
ideal gO'ul of our technical civilization.
They do not, however, leave the answer wholly indeterminate.
Though all major fields of employment today present the same picture
of men unemployed and human needs unaat Isfield, significant differences
in degree are nevertheless indie tevi by the tenor of the various accounts.
Thus the section on agriculture argues unequivocally that there wouU
be no occasion for a net movement from other occupations into
farming even if the national income were so grea.tly increased and
so much more widely dlstrlbutod that the entire population could
afford to purchase a "liberal" diet. On the other hand, the '
argument takes a different form and suggests that, if total purchasing
power could be raised certain lines of manufacturing and certain
types of services would undoubtedly need more workers. The analysis
indicates, moreover, that there are still other fields in whloh
oriv te demand is unlikely to create additional employment but in
I
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which oubllo orovlslon for social n(jols would permit the exoanolon
of ooonoralc oaoortunity.
Any attemot to indicate; which w
.y raij^ration should go must
therefore come to terras with the question of the future level of
per oaolt X ntional income. Which way are we to expect to go? The
long-run trend in the past has been in the uow rd direction. If
there cure ourronot liralta to future growth, they are certainly not
imposed by the failure of physical teohnitiue. The advance of
technology haa run well ahead of any level of production thus f j:
reached and shows no signs of slackening its pace. Nor does any
imraodl^ite check lie on the side of natural resources-. If, as the
popuX .tion experts predict, we are soon to reach a stationary or a
slightly declining population, there may be difficulties resulting
from the tronaitioni tut there is certainly no proof that the
resulting level would be any further from the economic optimum. The
immediate doubts do not arise from any of these consideration. /They
come rather from the length of the oroaent depression, the slightness
of the evidences of recovery, and from wh t this exnerience suggests
as to bhe Incre sing severity of strains nd dislocations within the
economic organization. The only real poasibllity of a decline in
per capita production would lie in a continuing fiiilure to provide
the ra chinory for making use of what can be easily be produced. The
doubtful question, therefore, is one of social organization and
of our capacity to organize industrial society on the present or
sorae other b sis.
If the Bummajy is put in regional terms, there can bo little
doubt that the chances of future livelihood ore in gencr d better
in the North and West than in the South.
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In the mor« diffiouit terms of oooupational opportunity, the
ohetncea appear cUatlnotly better fvmong oert^ in of the "center" aotlvitlea
than in the "field" occupations of agriculture and the other
eictraotlve industrloa.
By types of oomnranit iea, finally, the chances of employment
appear better in a relatively small number of urban and industrial
districts—and particularly in their exp.-inding peripheries—than in
remote tovma or in rural areas.
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CHAPTER V.
THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN COAL PLATEAUS
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1, LOCATION, CLIMATE, AND LEVELS OF LIVING
The Southern Appulaolan Coal Plateaus Is located in West
Virginia, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky, and
is often referred to as the entire highland area south of the
Mason and Dixon line. In our discussion we are not only interested
in the 84 counties located in the coal plateaus in the western sections
of the above named states wherein the problem of population surplus
is of major imoortance , The rup;ged country of the plateaus is
distinguished from the rest of the Southern Appalachians by the
presence of coal, oil or natural gas, not every«-i)here developed or
commercially available but exercising an influence throughout this
portion of the region. We find mining the important industry where
employment equals that of Agriculture. The presence of these mines
introduces problems that make the separate consideration of the
olateau area necessary.
The climate in this region makes living conditions extremely
difficult for the poverty stricken people to endure. The clothing
of the people, though adequate for many is wretched for a disproportionate
number of them. The people cannot provide clothing adequate from
the standpoint of health to protect them in a climate as severe as
that of the Appalaohinas. This country has very w *xm aumniera ^.nd
extremely cold winters. The people living in this region A.re, for
the most ortTt a b ckw. rd people with little eiuoation. Many of
these people cannot rocud or write. However, they are a very religious
people with moral character of high standards.
We find In the poorer counties a great shortage of ordinary
facilities, as well as inadequate housing. Fifty-per cent of the homes
are without toilet facilities of any kind and the great majority of
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them /ere without running water in the kitchen. There is also a
short tge of electric lights. A house of one or two rooms has as
mariy as ten people living therein. Other evidence of the poverty
of this region is found in the fact that only one-fifth of the
farms h vo automobiles as comp red with an national average of
58 per cent. In 1928, the average number of income tax returns
per thousand of copulation was only 10 compared with an national
average of 33. The number of resident telephones and radios per
thousand in 1930 were 33 and 34 respectively as compared to the
national average of 107 and 98. Moat of the plateau counties
are in the lowest income class and all of them are in the lowest
or second lowest. Gross farm income per farm inhabitant in 1929
was le a than $150 in most of these counties and leas than $300
in all of them.
Lack of medical services throughout this region is very serious
as is indicated by the high percent .ge of deaths from auch preventible
diseases as tuberculosis. Diphtheria amont infanta, penumonia,
f
and typhois fever. Because of the poverty of the people, and poor
transportation facilities, the number of physicians per unit of
oppul .tion is -xbout two-thirds the average for the United States
1
as a whole. <
The mountains have more churches oer thousand of population than
the country as a whole, though two out of five of their ministers
have not finished element ry school. (l) The ethical and spiritual
'
!
standards of the mountain people dispite their general poverty,
is above reproach. The isolation and the limited resources which
have circurascribed economic development have at the same time preserved
f
(1). Ibid, P. 164
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the culture of an ev>.rli r day. These people retain much of their
original pioneer hcordihood, aelf-reliance, hospitality, honesty,
c^nd courage.
The fundamental oause of the low level of living is excessive
oresuure of population or available resources. Extraordinarily high
rates of natural increase and insufficient emigration have resulted
in a rur ^1 population far greater than the afj;ricultural, forest, and
mineral resources can suooort satisfactorily. To explain this point
more cl ..rly, we find that in 1930, the number of children in the
United States under five years of ge oer 1,000 women 20 to 45 years
of age was 488, oomoared with a ration of more than 800 for most of
the coci.l-plateau with 21 of the Southern Appalachian counties having
ratios of oyer 1000, For the coal plateau as a whole, the population
from 1920 V© 1930 has increased from 1,855,000 to 2,198,000 or a
/
total of ^^43,000. There are more people in this region than it can
i
now suoport-and the outlook is for a still greater increase in
^J]
populationVi The region is one of three resources! a m^-^rginal and
submarginal agricultural resource, a potentially vfiluable forest
resource, and a rich mineral resource. Future living levels depend
/ •
upon 4he nu^nber of people that can be supported by the resources.
2. I CULTURE,
(a) Comparison With Other Areas,
The average mountain f .rm is 77 acres which is only half as
large as the average for either Iowa or for the country as a whole.
Therefore, the average mountain farm has one-sixth as many acres
in harvested croos as the average Iowa farm and leas than a third
aa many ci4J the national average. The average Iowa farm was valued
at almost $20,000 in 1930; and the value of the mountain fo.rm was
•W'-
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only $1600, and the value of produce sold or traded by the Iowa
farmer in 1929 was eleven times the average for the 20 eastern
KentuoKy counties. In eastern Kentucky, the value of ftrra implements
and machinery on the average farm was less than $60 comoared with
over$l,200 for Iowa,. Farm population was 32.5 for eastern Kentucky
comnared with 17,6 for Iowa, This comparison shows extreme differences
between the meagerness of the mountain farmers resources compared
with the comfortable standard of living of the Iowa Farmer.
B, Effects of Deoression and Soil Erosion:
During the deoression, the outward migration from the agricultural
counties, which reached real proportions during the twenties, was arrested
u.nd thou8a,nds who had oreviously left the farms returned when they lost
their non farm employment. Therefore, the situation today is even
worse thaii it was before the deoreasion. The back-to~the-land trek
reached the highest nrooortiona in just such submarginal areas as the
coal olateau. The number of farms in the area has greatly increased
since 1930. This increased migration has created conditions worse
than c;in be imagined. Deoression has softened the poaples pride
:*nd today the relief loads in some of these counties are among
the highest in the country.
Over crowding has resulted in great damage to the soil and the
deoression has accelerated the alrefuiy rapid rate of erosion. In
view of the topograohy of the region this is not surprising because
in Knott County for example only 15 oer cent of the crop land and
less than one oer cent of the open oasture l;:nd had a slope of 10
oer cent or less. Approximately 77 per cent of the crop land had
a slope of 40 per cent or more, (2) Thus, such slopes cannot be
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plowed without serious soil westage and for this reason, a progressive
lowering of standards of living through soil erosion seems inevitable
unless the oressure of population upon the land is relieved through
migration to ther sections,
C, Necessary Adjustments
The first adjustment would be to convert the steepest ud poorest
slooes into forests and the better portions of the land affected could
be added to the cultivable area of adjoinging farms suitable for
retention in agricultural use, and by doing this, the level of living
of the people who remained might be advanced. Because of the shortc^ge
of land suitable for continuous cultivation, such intensive oroos
as tobacco, potatoes, and truck should occupy a larger place in the
agriculture of the region. However, to raise the level of living ao
anpreciably, large scale migration is necess ary. The United Stites
Forest Service figures that the surplus nooulation exceeds 750,000
oeople. The remove! of this number of people would raise the
sta.ndard of living to to the national verage. These people should
be moved to better land if non-farm employment oooor tunities do not
develop,
4, FOREST RESOURCES.
(a) Need of Systematic Forestry:
The original forest wealth of this region is now seriously
depleted cind little of the virgin stand remains. Over the Southern
Appalachians as a whole, only about 7 per cent of the present commeicial
forest area consists of s w timber of mature growth, (3) Lumbering
(3) Economic and Social Problems and Conditions of the Southern
Appalachians, , 32,
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in this region is on the down grade and the decline of the lumber
industry has left communities of unemployed workers it its wake. Ii
the forest is to continue to support the oopulation dependent on
it, steps should be taken at once toward placing it on a sustained
yield basis. At present, the annual drain far exceeds the annual
gro ;th. Fire control is the first step necessary toward reconstruction
of the Southern Appalachian forest, because fires destroy the
leaf litter, and thereby accelerating soil erosion and delaying
second growth. Most im 'ortant to the economic life of the plateau
is the direct employment offered by the forest products industries.
In 1939 there were 19,459 persons or 3 per cent of those gainfully
employed engaged in oommeroial fore^it industry. Of these, 18,7 0
were employed in lumber and furniture manufacure and about 700 in
the care and maintenai ce of the forest.
Employment in commercial logging and lumbering is almost certain
to decline, for the cut is deminishing and some years will elapse
before systematic management can place the industry on asuatained
yield basis. The hooe for increased employment from the forest lies
chiefly in the care of the resource itself, in fire prevention, pest
control, pla ting, thinning, road building and general maintenance
work. The Forest Service* a recommendations for the management of
the plateau lands, would require some 17,000 additioncul men over
and over the 700 engaged in forestry in 1989. This quota however,
would not go far towward absorbing the obvious surplus population
now engaged in agriculture, as pointed out in the previous discussion.
4. MINERAL, OIL, AND GAS RESOURCES.
The miner il resources of this region are among the richest in
the world. Petroleum and natural gas are a minor part of this wealth.
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The proluotlon of il hiia been declining since 1900 and proeneots
for uny incre ae in oroduotion are aroall. The outloolc for
natural gus ia more favorable, because of higher nrices and the
discovery of new reserves, Becau.se of the depletion of the northern
fields, the southern fields have become the chief center of natural
gas production in eastern United States. The Kentucky fielis will
tend to make good the deminishing supplies of 7?est Virginia, and
that region as a whole will be able to maintain something like
the average output of 19P0-S9 for several decides. It is ea'tiniated
that $4,800,000 was oail ovt in royalitiea and rentals on gas and.
oil leases wxthln the mount.xin area and has had a direct bearing on
the econoraio welfare of the oeonle by raising living at'vndards and
helping oay for better hone ing conditions and other necessary
improvements , In terms of employment
,
the inf luen.ee** of the gaS
and oil reaouroso is relatively small, for the industry is one
requiring comparatively lictlo labor per do lar of product. Employment
can hardly inoreaa rmd is more likely to decline. The beat to
be Qxoected of production is a maintenance of the 1929 level, with
the proapeot that oil may fall below that level and that gas oan
equal it only by rapid drafts uoon the new reserves of Kentucky,
5, COAL RESOURCES.
Practically the entire plateau from West Virginia south to Georgia,
and from the Alleghenies west to the lowlands is underlain by coal.
Over much of the area the seams are too thin or too deeoly covered
to be comaieroially -workable no*w, but the region is one of the great
store-houses of high-rank co^ils in the world. The miners of
this region can nay adequate daily wages if only the coal industry
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can be at xblized and the competitive balaf.oa between South and
North be maintained.
The coal rainea ca. not take care of surplus miners not to
mention aurolua farm population. The numbers employed in mining
should aooroach the 19H9 level until a decline begins due to
techno Logy, Therefore, nart-time farming work should be enoourctged
so that the miners could devote their idle days to gardening or
small scale farming. The combined efforts of the family in fa.rraing
and mining would be the most Intel ligant use that could be made
of the meu-ger agricultural resources of the mountains and of
the idle time of the families, HOvfever, there seems to be no chance
of pu.rt-tirae fi^rming being extended or a scale sufficient to orovide
for the pranent excena of population on the land,
6. MANUFACTURING
In the coal plateau, -ve cannot exoeot manufacturing to orovide
adequ te relief of the obvi va pressure of population on farm, forest,
and mine. The growth of large-scale manufacturing within the coal
fields is likely to be slow outside a very few exceptional locations.
Possibilities of development may t--ke place in the Tennessee Valley
and along the Piedmont where, a aubstcoitial growth of manufacturing
is indicated in which mnny people from the plateaus will doubtless
find employment. However, those new .lobs 7/ill be opening in regions
already ov'rorowded, so that the relief afforded the coal plateaus
by the uae of manuf^u)ture3 to the aouthec-etward, can hardly care
for any major n.rt of the population surplus and is likely to be
confined largely to the adjacent counties of Virginia and Tennessee .
In the ^est Virginia and Kentucky portions of the plateaus the
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youn‘»: otaoole ^ho .vant to go into factories axe more likely to turn
north -uivi .te'-'tw.^rJ to Ohio, Miohigrin and the Middle West. Movement
in either direction is migration ..nd would he beneficial to the
Anoalctchian ^latoaue because it would relieve the copulation pressure
on the liiiited resources of that region.
How Can migration be encouraged and how many people should
niigr -te? These questions are better answered in the following
way. To encourage migration good roads and better communication
.‘/ith the outside world ..re necessary. 'Oublio employment orfioes
- would remove dependence on the exploiting of migrants by pr iv te
^^genc.!.e8. Better schools can inform the young men and women
of outaiae opportunities and fit them for outside work. If the
standardo of education icrid tr:.naPort in the mountains can be raised
^
to the level enjoyed by the rest of the country, migration should
\ flow ,iith a 1 rge measure of response to economic opportunity.
It is estimated that in order to bring population into reasonable
aajuatment with the regional resources, the minimtim decrease would
have to be at la ^st 540,000 and the maximum migration would total
640,000. There would have to be a gradual migration policy put into
effect to transplant such a large number of people. The method of
migration guidance illustrated in chanter two, explains the procedure
necessary to carry out such a plan.
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1., LOCATION, CLII/ATE, AND ^EO^LE,
The three at, tea locatea in the southe stern section of the
Cotton Belt .re South Carolina, Georgia, Alabc.jna, and the southinestern
states are Minsissioni
,
LouiaicJia and Arkansas. The Cotton Belt is
located in a warm climate and has plentiful rainfall v?ith dequ. te
seasonal distribution .vhich makes for a long growing season. Its
negro nooulation has little, if any-education. The cro^sera and
teant farmers are oeoole with very little education living in great
ooverty. This is t rtly caused by the use of share-tenancy which h£»n
develooed in the Cotton Belt and is nroving itself to be ruinous
of both land and men. Therefore, e find in this region thc^t the
men re 1 eking in educational advfmtages fuid are living in extreme
ooverty.
THE UTILITY OF THE LAND
You may h ve read in nr.ny bocks, that anything can be grown
in the aouthercstorr. st tea, bec.;use of the variety of plant life
cultiv -ted in this region. The Coatal Plains are level, and much




and even ,hen lacking in yield orove highly
productive when fertilized. Hov^ever, with the excessive production
of cotton, the advantages for agriculture have not been adequately
utilized a contributing factor is t e soil and climate. This region
finds itself in competition with regions better adapted than itself
for the protuction of grain, forage, and livestock. Therefore, in
cotton it has a plant oarticul rly its own, because it can be grovm
on practically all well-dr ined soils, including the sandy soils
to which fertilizer is applied. The ohysic.tl disadvantges are
caused bee >.use cocton culture is a clean culture leaving the surface
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of the aoii open to <vaahixig in summer and winter, ,ith the result
that over 50 oer cent of a.11 eroded areas manned by the Soil
Erosion Service are in the South.
No method has b^;en ^^-enerally accented of aoplying share-renting
to livestock or other nroducta besides cotton and tobacco. Accordingly,
there is lit le return of fertility to the land through the growing
of c. ver crons and livestock. With no security of tenure and no
oertrunent int 'rest in the land, the tenant is content */ith a quick
skimming of its resources before he moves to another frrm. Thus
much of the e-nat's snare time is wasted, iuid the landowner, unable
or unwilling to afford imorovements, often lets the land go
unterraced and fences nd tenaiit shc^cks unrenaired.
"In Georgia, South Carolina, nd Alab ma there are 670,924
ooarators of farms, some 32 ner cent of which re aonpers who oay
half of the uoney crop for rent of land, work stock, and equinment,
19.5 oer cent are share- tenants who ovm and feed their *<orkstock
but n y one-fourth to one-t ird of there cash crons as rent, 14.1
ner cent are tenants who theoretically nay six to eight oer cent
of the value cf the land for its use. There are about 210,000
white and Negi o farm labor rs, a group which const itues 31.2 per
cent of all operators of farms. These laborers are classified in
the census as male hanaa not employed on the home farm, and cLre em-
ployed mainly by the large land o ner a. Employment is continuous
for this group only during periods o* cultiv tion . nd harvest. (l)
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The f -rmer ol^vuter nd the landlord are the entrepreneurs of this
orec .rio a economy; they are its irecting elements. Another
reason Cor this at tement being true is, that 3.6 oer cent of
all f^rm owners owned 34.3 oer cent of all f rms according to the
Census of ®lruit tiona in 1910, in 153 counties of the southeastern
sCc^tes
.
In 1939 nearly hadf of all the farms in the United States
produced lens than IflOOO worth of croost in the major cotton areas
tr.is grouo included 70 to 80 oer cent of the farms. Alab<ima,
G orgia, and South C rolina show the following averages gross






This t bul tion shows the characteristic fluctuation in f^rm
income ieoiining to 38.5 per cent of its 1939 level before it turned
up.Vrr^rd in 1933. Livestock, exoeot in the case of dairies nd
soecialized f^rna, help but little to incre ae c sh income, the main
source of other ircc le beincr swine and ooultry oroducts.
"C txeful at\ i*ea as far b^ck as 1899 show that the returns per
fc.rm o'^er.A.tor in the Southeast - re usually bout half those of the
roat of the nation. For ten southe. .stern st tes, Cl..rence Heer found
gro a agrioultur 1 incornes to range from 56.3 to 34.3 oer cent of
those for the rest of the country, deoending on the bas.i8 of computation
and on the ye r selected. (3)
(3) Migration and Economic O'^portur ity-Table 14, ?. 130
r.
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3. OV^RPOt^UL/a’lUN IN TliK SOUTHEAST.
Next to the At>palachian Plateaus, the Cotton Belt has the
highest birth rate in the country. The birth rate has been
caused by environment rather than as a response to race and
biology. Therefore, not only was the Southeast a region of
established poverty before the depression, but its meager standards
were also continually being threatened by the exce- sive pre sure of
a rapidly increasing population. A comparison with the nation as
a whole show only 27 counties out of 555 in the six cotton states
that fall below the national average of 488 children per 1,000
women of childbearing age. This population increase is taking
place in a section of the south that is a region of unusally high
population pressure, and for this reason it becomes an important
problem in the migration field.
4. THE BOLL wEEVIL
V.G find that the ball weevil infestation, has intensified the
need for migration from the Southeast, as well as initiated the
transition to the newer areas of the Southwest. In 1G92 this Insect
crossed the Rio Grande and advanced over the subregions of the
Southeast, and reduced the cotton yield to about 10 per cent of
its former level. Joseph A. Becker estimated the decline in
yields of lent from pre-weevil to post-weevil period to rar-ge
from 24 per cent for Arkansas to 47 per cent for Louisiana. Alabama
and Georgia 43 per cent. (3) This weevil invasion fell heaviest on
the tenant farr-ier who,with crop failure lost his mules to tiie banks,
(3) Joseph A. Becker, ’’Eifects of the Boll '..eovil upon Cotton
production in the United States, ”lnterr*ational Cotton Bulletin
June 1924 PP 519-29/
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while a,deorieved of their rents, .yere unable to secure work
animale even on credit. Therefore, the tenants lacking animals were
comnelled to le ve f rming, while the planters without workstock saw
their acres to untilled, and finally, the break-down of the banking
system oomoleted the cycle of chaos.
The outcome of this chaotic state of affairs w s that the crop
failures and nrices collapse c^i-used owners to loce their lands,
tenants lost their chattels, and their chances of employment depended
upon the credit conditions that then existed. The failing of the
banks, the bankrupt landlord, and suoply merchants were unable to
check the gene al economic disorder that came as a result of the
breakdown of the credit structure. This caused the lowest level of
tenants who were mostly negroes to migr te from Alabama, Georgia
and South Carolina to northern and southern cities. Some of the
white ffiTmers fc^nd employmnet in the booming cotton mills of the
Piedmont villages.
The introduction of insect control caused increased cotton
yield and cultivation and the migration of tenant farmers back into
this region. The restablishraent of banks -.nd the installation of
federal oroduction credit agencies heloed in a 1 rge way to make
for at ieu.at oartial recovery in meet of the Cotton Belt,
5. PCONOinC changes:
(a) Low 'Production costs in the Southwest as comnared with the
Southeast
The Southeast Areas possess notable advant ges over the South-
east, So-ie of these advantages areJ level lands, leas tenanoey, more
mechanization, larger f'-rms, and greater natural fertility—all of
which make for lower costa of production. Also the Cotton Belt of
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the Southeast in its attermted recovery from the economic naralysis
left in the wake of the weevil encountered stiff competition from
the Southwest. The cost of oroduction in the Southwest were in
terras of C:^sh outlay oer oound of cotton, only 49 oer cent of Piedmont
coats, and for the net cost of lint, 69,6 per cent. Among the
factors interlng into the costs of production must be listed the
Rust cotton picker. If this machine should prove successful, it
will reduce cotton nrioes, inore«.se size of farms, and make for
a larger force of unemployed tenant farmers. The remaining
produces will be centered largely in the level areas of the Southwest
and only the few that can co 'raand sufficient caoital to ourohase or
lease lands and operate large farms will accrue the benefits of the
machine. In case of the introduction of such a machine, the need
for diversification or for lage scale migration in the Southeast
will be dramatic and insistent unless the following article taken
from the Christian Science Monitor Weekly Magazine Section of
December 15, 1937, will make for increased employment in an entirely
new field,
BUILDING ROADS OF COTTON
COTTON HIGHWAYl ROAD BUILDERS, farm economists and textile
manufacturers have been toying with the idea for a dozen ye -rs. They
h .ve been attracted by the orosoect of utilizing the snow-white bolls
of fluff from southern plantations in the building of better lovv-
cost highway; ena ored with the vision of creating a big new mtirket
for Dixie* s major crop, currently a record breaker.
So alluring has the idea proved after much experimentation that
it gained considerable momentum during the las^t two or three years.
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in dervioe in the U itecl Bt tea, in the constmotion of which cotton
fabric, au-ipliel by the Federal (xoverntnent in a large-scale demonstration,
has been utilized by 24 states, from coast to coast.
Many short demonstration roads h’ ve been built in widely
separated sections of the United States, where they are subject to
V ijying climates and other conditions. Cotton fabric of apeciu,!
design, resembling somewh t a coarse mesh curtain, becomes iua
integral oart of the top surface, functioning much like the cotton
threads used in building modern automobile tires. The theory is
that it lessens erosion, cracks and raveling of the edges of the
highway. While the initital cost is higher by the coat of the
fabric, exoerifnents made by several at tes orior to the federal
lemonstr tion projects indicate that the roads last longer and
require le s maintenace.
Credit for most of the pioneering goes to the South, This is
only natur
-1, since Dixie's cotton growers and mills would benefit
immensely were the idea widely adopted. The nation's 2,000,000
miles of unimproved dirt roads, 900,000 miles of which warrant a
bituminous surfacing, offer a large potential field, with possible
ultimate consumption of 13,000,000 bales of cotton. The 1935 crop
totaled 10,367,130 bales. The 45,000 miles of bituminous roads
annually resurface could absorb 400,000 bales alone.
Up to 1935, Sooth Carolina had done the lion's share of the
experimental work. Its first cotton road, a strip of a few hundred
feet built in 1926, is practically as good today as when build, and
the maintenance expense has been very low, according to St. te Engineer
W, K, Beckham. Signif icaantly
,
this teat strip was built betv*een
the towns of Chapin and ^rosperity-for cotton highways symbolize future
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oroaoerlly lor the a.otton etcitea, savings for taxoayera in highw .y
mail. tenance costs, and a smoother ride for raorotiots!
The U .ited States Governrrient has taken active interest in the
early exoerimento in South Cd.rolina and half a dozen other States
.
But the Bureau of Public Rocuia required further studies as a guide
to definite conclusions. Such studies beciime possible when the
Secret ry of Agriculture allotted ^1,3 0,000 for use by the bureau
in a nation-wide program of cotton highway exoerimentat ion-aiming
to find a new outlet for the cotton crop*
In the spring of 1936, the Government provided a large quantity
of cotton fabric, or three different weaves and weights, for states
which would co-ooerate in constructing exoerircental highways or
aooroved anecif icat ions. Gratifying response met this offer, and more
than 6, . 00, 000 square ycirda of fabric costing Uncle Sam ^3 >3,000 were
distributed. The Government also diatributea a large number of cotton
mats for experiment
.1 use in "curing" concrete roads.
In aiaition to the many state projects, oo-ooerative projects
have been c rried to completion in four states by state highway dep ixtments
and the Bureau of 'Oublio Roads, These co-operative roads, ranging
from 6.7 miles to 14^ miles in lent^h, are located in Alabama,
North Carolina, South Carolina 'tnd Tennessee*
Results of the tests conducted in oast yer;.r8 have been observed by
the Cotton-Textile Institute and it renorts that the oerformance of
cotton roLuis has oofnr>cj.red "most favor -biy" with ordinary bituminous
roads. Usually the tests strioo have been ao-.-oed between roads of or-
dinary construction so that aoouate ooraoarisons could be made.
The institure received reoorts that in Maine, where the rigorous
climate is a aervere test to anyroad, cotton reinforced developed
i
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fewer pot hole than adjoining aections of usual oonstruotion. A ootton
highviay built in 1934 near Oranbury, N. J. attracted wide attention by
withstanding the rigors of eKoeotionally severe northers kvinters in 1934—
35 and 1935-36.
Though the first ootton road built in Schenectady County, New York,
heaved last winter, the base did not break through the cotton membrane
and the road came through in better condition than hrui previously been
experienced with ordinary heavy bituminous construction. Rhoae lal^vnd
engineers reoort success in using cotton fabric to preserve the sandy
shoulders of highways. A cotton road built in 1935 at Scott, Miss.,
shows no signs of failure and necessitated but slight maintenance expense
during an extremely rainy winter with belo.v-zero soells.
(b) The Effect of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
Distress and misery prevailed in en/ery section of the Cotton Belt
and from 1928 to 1933 the gross farm income from ootton and cotton seed
fell from ^1,470,000,000. to 1431,000,000., with the result that the
averacire gross income oer farm family engaged in the cotton growing fell
from f?35 to ^216. Owners were bankrupt and tenants were forced to live
below levels of subsistence. These factors led to the A. A. A. legislation.
The A. A. A. method of reducing the surplus by reducing production
led also to a reduction in the labor force which was already in a way
unhealthy state. The freezing of ootton acreage under this quota system
prevented the reentry of tenanta who in the first years of the depression
.vere turnei loose to shift for themselves. The olow-uo campaign th ^t
began in 1933, caused reduced employment of laborers for ..hose protection
no provision was m.’tjde. Thus >ve find that much of the relief load in the
south is a dir®,ct or indirect outcome of blocking the tenant farmers lOid
laborers from returning to cotton production due to A. A. A. legislation.
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(o) Losa of World Trade:
The greatest danger to south today is the nossible lose of
world markets. This fp.ctor alone would so handican the south, that it
would not be able to ounuort a very lart^e oercentage of its present
ponulatiofi beoauae over 50 ner cent of American Cotton has been rofjulariy
sold abroad and while the situation has not permanently ohfiJiged as yet,
it is doubtful whether this ratio can be maintained in the future. With
the American price of cotton raised to 12 cents a pound by government
loans ioid subsides, exoort merchants o nnot meet foreign competition.
The loss of the world markets would mean the shift of over 50 per cent
of the Cot ton 'Belt • 8 agricultural population from their aocustomod Method
of earning a living:
The only possibility in sight for America to retain her foreign
markets is by the use that a harvesting machine would make in lowering
costs of production, so that America could comneat with foreign comp titora.
This however, would cause increased cenem '>lo3nment and dinnl cement of
h ind Iribor by mechanization.
6. T5R0BABLE MICPATION
At this point we must attempt to estimate the upper and lower limits
of prob ble migration.^ In ejs timating a minimum* figure of probable migration,
we must consider the smallest number called for in the event of the reestab-
lishment of pre-depression conditions, as well as the minimum desirable
for purposes of equalizing economic differences between sections.
Approximately two million rural youths will have reached maturity between
1930 and 1940 in the six cotton states. With recovery about one-half
of them will find employment on the farms, in the villages, e-uid in the
industrial centers of the area. Also, of the million and a quainter
people who have returned to this region since the depression, about two-
thix*da of them will have to migrate to other regions in the future. Of
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the 1,1 ’0,000, teiitLnt ffcvrmera in the south 50 per cent of them are living
on aubaiatenca incomes and will have to re migrated to other sections.
"In case of the mech inization of cotton nicking or the loss of the
world market, there would be the necessity of migrating cut of this re-
gion at I’ast 50 per cent of the 1,6 million cotton f ..rm f .rr.ilioa, or
aonroximately 3.6 million farm nooulation. Thus, a grand total of 4,4
Million oeople would be removed from agriculture. The secondary migration
would ..luo be l^vrge and would include much of the nooulation of those
ami-.ll tiowna and cities which function as tr^ido and service centers foi
local cotton oroduction. Thus, between six juid seven million neople
would be the .xnticioated migration from these six states. This aould
represent about 35 ner cent of the total nonulation, 63 oer cent of the
rural oooulation, and 86 oor cent of the actual farm oonulation,
" (4)
A -koaaible •.ltern..tive to migration is the continued industrializa-
tion of the south, as has been goin^r on in the textile industry due to
cheao 1 bor and 'production costs. The development and building of ootton
roads is another possibility of increasing employment in this region. A
revolution in the oaoer making industry of the southern states is under
way in the United Staten. It has been under way since 193S, but a recently
diaoover.^d process for utilizing second-growth nine promises to result in
the construction of a chain of newsprint mills throughout the South.
Such a procedure would benefit the entire South and make for more employ-
ment there.
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LOCATION, CLIMATE, AND ^EO^LE
The Cutover Region of the Great Lakes States oomorisea rourhly the
76 counties In northern Minnesota, Wlsconson, and Michi^^an, This region
has a climate similar to that of Finicind. The eummera axe comfortable,
because of the winds blowing aoroan the gre-t lakes and the .inters are
very cold.
Forty years ago labor was .. orinoioal factor in this rer^ion <-nl the
doors to migration was wide ooen, and the mining oomoanies ..alooraed a flow
of sturdy laborers, most of them from southeastern Eurone, Serbs and Croats
Montenegrins, Austrians and Italians. And with these came cunother grcuo
in contrast, the oeoole of Finland, a Scandinovian race from a country
which this region almost exactly durlioates, a 1 nd of rcjks .^-nd lakes,
oines and s-^ruces, sturdy humrois in conflict with nature. The second
generation of oeoole in this region have miide a name for themselves. The
young oeoole have the h.^deness, ootimism and vigor of a ne.v oeoole bied
in a healthful region. They h. ve some of the b?st educational institutions
in the country in this re!^ion -aid it is kno.n for its fine athletes.
Undoubtedly, ,here re ignor ;nce and de:rfidation in some of the smallest
and most remote communities. But, on the whole, the oeoole shooe up as
being of
-.veraMge intelligence in comoarison with the rest of the country.
3. RURAL POVERTY AND ISOLATED SETTLEMENT
These 76 ccunties reoresent 43 oer cent of the tot^*.! area of the
three st tee and yet, only 13.5 oer cent of the oooulatxon and 17.6 per
oent of the ffirms are iocatea there. The rur 1-farm income w a leas than
$300. oer inhabitant in 1939, wnere as in the southern sections of these
states the average income w'-^s about $500. -of the isolated settlers in
Wisconsin, 43 oer cent were born there, 3^ ner cent .vere forei-;n born,
and 3G oer cent came from other states. Only 1,233 of the 3,^20 owner-
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operatora have become farmers while the roat use the fcu-ras eeeentially ;
-v8 a home. The averap-e income oer faiAily w^s about $312. in 1933, of ||
whioh only half c ine from the farm. The remaining half came from C.W.A.
and ®.W,A. if not from oublic relief. Associated also with isolate i •
settlement is the high costa of roads and schools* "In Washburn County,
|
Wisconsin, the v luation of 800,000 acres of land ooorly suited for agrioul-J
ture, was 1, -^57, 341. (l) Of this total valuation, only 3.7 oer cent re- I
nresented orooerty occunied by parents of the 105 children in the area.
If further settlement could be prevented and the county could trade some
of its tax-reverted land in other norts of the county for the orivately
owned ffvrm liuad in this section, the schools of the area mi ht be closed."
More than h -.lf the schools have an enrollment of 20 ousels. If these
schools could be closed the county would save 17000. a year. In about
three years, the saving would equal the value of all the real estate owned
or rented by pareri.s of school children in the area that should be evacuat-
ed.
In Minnesota $100. ler family could be saved in road and school costs
by relocation of the 5,000 settlers in need of it in the Cutover Region
of th t state. Taxes re un->aid by these insolated settlers and their
lands are being taken away Crom them to the extent that Wisconsin oourities
have t %-ken title to over a million ^.reao. Federal and st te ;^,overnments
have heloed in the organization and funct oninp- of lood government in
the cutover region, and have raised the t;- x rate on tax~>^aying l:Jid8 in
order to li ’’hteu of burds-n of the deliquent tax-nayera in the insolated
aettiemeh'te.
(l) Mi -r-tiori -.uid Foonomio 0"nortu.ni ty , oage 171.
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For m jiy ye re, lum’-'f^rinp; w a the most imortiuit industry of thi»
re -ion, but tod ..y only 15 oor cent of the 1 nd is covered with nature
forests. Since the leoression, the lumbering industry has been suroaosed
by both minning ;Oid agriculture in the value of output and in the number
of workers employed.
No thought wus given to perpetuating the forest resource for future
generations. Instead, the forests were exolaited for m-..ximum immediate
returns, which ccount^ for the low rank of the forest industiy in th.
t
region today. With the disappe...rance of the forests the correlated liomber
to.Tns becam agricultural centers, but without much success.
4. NATURAL CONDITIONS UNFAVORABLE TO AGRICULTURE
Th,; land of this region is made uo of a sandy thin sail, .ith poor
draineige, excessive neat and stoniness, and rough tonograohy which ali
eraohasi;2e nature’s resistance to the development of agriculture. In
addition to the highly sandy areas, there is oerhaos an equal amount of
land which is so stoney that it orecludes the possibility of cultivation
under present or prospective economic conditions. Inter:i.ction of climate
and other physical forces have resulted in poor soil in this region of
the United States. The climate of the cutover area has direct effect
.
in limiting use of the land for agrioultur il purposes. There axe leas
than 130 days in the year that are free from frost. Even in summer it is
not unusuitl to h ve frosts. As well as the physiofil handicaps imposed by
the liind and climate, moat of this area is dotted with nine sturaos ano.
blasting or pulling is usually necessary to clear the land. In moat cases
the cost exceeds the value of the land after clearing. Some viriters have
pointed to the stump removal as the limiting factor in the (Cvelooraent of
the region. However, the cost of stone removal is sometimes even gre.*ter.
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cxnci evon if both atones tind stumTs ##ere removed, the itA,nd Aould still be
ooor ogriculturdJ. I'.nd.
U ny of the present frurmers are atr. nded lumberjacks c^nd miners,
who started fartinp^ on soil fairly well adopted to part-time farming,
but distinctly unauited for full-time operation. These men have oonuinued
to run the farms on a full time bases because they were uriable to move to
better loc tiona. An important proportion of farming no r decadent lum-
ber lovns is of this character, and has i creased considerably since the
unemployment in the mines has oooured.
5. URf^'^LOYJ-lTLNT IN THK MINERAL INDUSTRY
Technalogic 1 changes has disol -.ced more people in iron minin than
doclini g ctivity in copper mining. The installation of larger shovels,
electrically operated and equipped with caterpillar traction, and the
use of ore cars of 75 and 85 gross tons capacity have been important
faotox 3 in increasing productivity at open oit mines. In 1929 a force
of 28,756 men produced 59 million tons of iron ore, while in 1929 theie
w is nearly G3 million tons produced by only 21,811 men.
Employment in the oopoer mines of Michigan decreased nearly 50 per
cent due to the ahuting down of lo .-grade mines. It is estimated th. t
unemployed copper min::r8 and their families represent a total of
approximately 12,000 persons. The unfavorable outlook for oopoer mining
in this section auo'gests that most of the unemployed minois hould migrate
to other regions. On the other hand population in the eight iron mining
counties changed relatively little from 19'’0 to 1930, despite the increase
in productivity and the decrease in the number of men employed between
1923 nd 1929. Since 1929 unemployment has increased »'ieatly the iron
mines but, it is reasonable to assume that with general business recovery
the old production level will be restored, for this region i« likely to
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When the iron minos ce .aeci ooer.‘vtiono in certain cutover re^;iona, invjo-
ti ’atora found th tt the l:iLnd Wc-n not .suitable for farniinpr, and that the
oeonle did not kno . ho "7 to farm. This oroduced a rcicl loc.v-1 orobiem in
oooulation distribution .nd mipjrat 1 onal midance.
Correction of ore .ent xifficulties in the region and development .
of a stable forest-farm economy seem to require four distinct nigration
policies: first, a return to urban oocuoations of the back-to-the-
1 and refugees of the deoresaion; second, emigration of the stand.ard
mining ocouiatlon; third, relocation or the inter-region.d migration
of aetti .rs located on land unfit for agriculture or so isolated as
to requ.re exoe sive exoenditures for oublio services; and fourth,
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1. LOCATION, CLIMATE, AND PEOPLE
The great Plains lie east of the Rcd^ Mountains and grade
imperceptibly eastward into the humid prairies. They include only
the short-grass country, the semiarid western portion of the
entire unforested area. It is an area where climatic conditions
unfavorable to a permanent agricultural economy recur v/ith
irregular oersistency. The unpredictable yet certain recurrence
of drought has become the chief factor limiting the develooment
of the land and the population of the great plains. In the
northern part of the ^lains the area is geologically older and
mere complex than the region farther south. In places, erosion
has practically destroyed the original plains surface, and bad
lands, of -which the celebrated South Dakota Bad Lands are only
a part, nov/ occupy a considerable area.
"The younger and flatter High Plains to the south are
crossed by widely spaced, parallel river systems and preserving
untouched, except for recent erosion, an original smooth surface
once characteristic of the Great Plains as a whole. In the
prairie zone to the east, despite the u-iversal sod covering prior
to agricultural settlement, the heavy precipitat ion of a humid climate
has lo'wsred the old surface by degradation and left it, in the
main, irregularly undulating. Again, in a desert zone to the
-west in the absence of sod covering, even the light orecipitat ion
of an arid climate has been effective in lowering the old surface,
leaving it, however, not undulating but sharply and minutely cut
up. The semiarid belt of the High Plains lies between. "(l)
(l) Migration and Economic Oooortunity 204.
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The nine states that maKe up this area consist of the western
sections of North ana South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, Aklahoma,
and the northern section of the Texas panhandle. The eastern
sections of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, and Nev; Mexico. The climate
of the Great Plains is characteristically seminrid as is shown by
an examination of annual rainfall. We find, that the higher the
intensity of rainfall, the lower is its effectiveness. In some
sections one hour rainfall has brought 12 to 16 per cent of the
moisture of the entire year. Therefore, three inches of rain
in one hour out of a total of 18 inches for the year, is not a
satisfactory distribution. In such a region, imoortant teraoerature
contrasts are to be exoected. The summers are extremely warm and
the winters are extremely cold. The northern olains have long
winters with snow and frozen ground; while the southern part very
rarely has snow and frozen ground. Consequently the processes of
soil form tion are slower in the north, being retarded by freezing
during the winter season. Between the limit of surface moisture and
the ground water table the soil is permanently dry.
The people of the Great Plains are for the most part poverty
stricxeh farmers. Educational advantages are limited in the isolated
sections. The peoole, as a whole, are industrious and honest,
AGRICULTURE
(a) Climatic Hazards and Crop Production
The economic distress of the rancher in 1922, coupled with the
develonment of efficient agricultural machinery such as a managerable
tractor, a high disc plow, the drill and the small combine harvester
that were designer for use in the level Plains country, set the stage
for the develooment of wheat oroduction.
8i.iJ qi; eXA.tr .1^ e.un saTm.©.-ae/. eriJ 'lo jeiafioc-
^ -oiBoajiXiA ta.i»iu5)( dd’jjoS i;as rfuioU lo fc.toi^ocs
nieac. c- tJ.XT . eli^riA.IiiP.a 8.?x©l ^^i^ "to aoiJo©8 n^iedJion sd^ bnn.
©JAfniio ©fiT .ooJtxsM weil, j£>u© ^oi^jSTOloO ^^sjaiaroy T ^.‘Ha£^aoM *50 aaoxXoac
ycf mioi© si ©a iJiiaicsse yll^ioi JB'iieJo«iarfo £i salal^ d’aeiO sd^ 'io
' 6rir isd-si'l edJ JaiU ^i .^il ©^ .liAlaiAi i ua.-.j: to noX^jenlmaxo nj©
'
, j j
al .'“co^’t© SwX si ivAoi erij ^ [iataiai to yd'ifiaoiaf'
©dj to ixieo Taa 03“ SX ja^roTcf e«;i XXa'iniAt luod ©xio «apX:o©a
nXai to 3©doax ©©Td^ t®*ioi®isriT .Xc'sy ©ixr’O ed3 to ©Hu'JBio;«
a aoii y.t t'xasy od3“ i.-'t ssiloai 61 to Xjb3o 3 ^ to 3 l'0 uod ©ac ni
©TXf^*.i 5oinsa oaa3'ro<^a!: inoi'U©T: b doUQ al .noX Jadin^aiL yioxiox -ai3aa
hciH KiTiivr yX©m©i3/s ox© siswax/a odT .Xsloeox© ©<f o^, s'!© etajsicnoo
;§noI sv© ' eaiaXcf aieriJion ©dT . 'doo yXea»-i3x© sx j- ©lej/iiff ©ri?
yisv J'Xf:c .rreri^iioa edt ©Xidw i dnacits -{id«oit ©: ' v.oaE rf^iw r.neJnxw
to aew'‘:; ^.•IQ ®d3 yX? . :'-;p&BiioO .L. iieso'it tii© wans fc n yXs'i^a
3nir.e_Xa yi i;ox''x©;3o'i gtusd ^JJjlaa ©nj ai lO’^oXa ©t© xioi3 xiiot li oiB
Lila ©iaj3xow &o^tix/8 xo .iitixX ed^ aesvvjoS .cioa»t>y. ©d^t s^ixaiJ
.yii> yX3.j8n*acxoc ax xioo ©dJ ©Xda3 lecf^tr laaoia © “.J
y3 :fi7 <Xf ^a.-'r jso.t fj :3 lot e*ia exii©!*^ ©rij to ©Xcfo©q eril' ,j
xjejjv'ioax erl^ ai j;*).^xx.'xl ©i.a aa-v>.o3x^vr^ liinoi ‘‘taoa'dS .s'XStiTXit ae>.oi'i3’a
..ibenoil Xnui s.aoxxX8ui3riX ©x jSXorfT^' « b. ,©Xaosq ©dT .yuoxjo©8
aHJJTJUOInOA
aoi3cafcoi^ qoiO lh£ oi^x-iuxIO (A)
bZu -ijXtj 6©Xqxroo ^''^Sx ai 'redoaaT ©rit to ©f. xJbiX oi.T.oaote ©dT
ftXvltjas -aa^.a a bA doas yi ‘ir . rioi.m. x.vix'^JivOiT^a JnetOitt© to Ja©.jiroXov©J3
lo saidc»oo liAtia ©d3' Xn/* XliiX ori?" ^woXq oext d^|iri *; ^ iotoa’x3
e^xi^s 9d^ 3-0S ^yr^iUJOD aaigeX*? Xsvel od^ dX oea lot . ©^T^iaot ©i©.*' 3ji.i3
. "Oi touiiOiq taed^' to j'iistic'oXsvoi' ©tf^ ut.
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Only twice since 1903 has there been a rainfall of more than
30 inches in a single year. Apparently there is no cyclic recurrence
of rainfall conditions which can be reduced to a simple mathematical
exoression that would oerm.it forecast through extrapolation. Evidence
derived from tree rings, lake levels, etc. indicates that in the
Great Plains the oeriod between 1825 and 1865 was a long drought
with only occasional wet years. At that time the area may have
been the Great American Desert. On the basis of that experience
we may asaume that the oresent drought might be prolonged for
20 or more years. However, until further advance is made in the
field of accurate long-r8.nge weather forecasts, there is no way
of anticioating climatic variations.
Variations in rainfall in t he sajne locality occur in hunid
areas also, but they are especially sisniiicant in the Great Plains
because they determine the success or failure of crop production by
rising above or dropping below the necessary requirements. This had
been particularly true on the great Plains in the last fe-,v years.
B. Wheat Production:
The direct influence on crop yield of an individual climatic
element emerges only when it falls below minimum crop requirements.
In the Great Plains deficient orecioitat ion is frequently such a
limiting factor. The effect of drought is crop failure, but there
may be failure without drought. Only in years when rainfall becomes
the limiting factor to crop production is an attempt at correlation
significant , and then it must be regarded as indicative rather than
definitive.
The use of the one-way disc-plow, the power drill, and the
combine have made for amazingly lovif costs of planting and harvesting
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v?heat. The ore-harvesting cost of oroducint wheat in 1931 was
t4.61 per acrej the harvesting cost was $1,21. If interest, taxes
and miscellaneous expenses are included an increase of $3.06 per
acre must be added. Therefore, with varying percentages of
abandonment, the cost of producing an acre of wheat will vary from
$4,61 where none of it is harvested up to $5,82 where all is
harvested.
"The annual average income in Sheridan County between 1912 and
1934 was $1,1007,97. The total net income for the enitre period
was $21,167,36. This figure includes the bumper crop of 1920
whidi gave a return of $20,472,32 from 640 acres. Excluding this
year the total net income for the remaining 20 years would be only
$695.04, less than $35,00 a year for the labor of the entire family.
Thus a very large proportion of the returns for the entire period
may be attributed mo the remarkable coincidence of the record
yield in a year when the orice was within a few cents of the war-
time high." (3) Under these conditions, a farmer must have great
aiiiiculty in spreading h s budget over long oeriods od deoression
years
.
Those who believe that they will become wealthy on wheat farms
in the Great Plains, are unable or unwilling to consider, realistically,
the odds against them. The variations in annual income from wheat
oroduction is due to fluctuation in both yield and orice. If
stabilization of or ices was oossible, there woula still be la.rge
differences in income from year to year due to variation in yield.
Yield, on the other hand, could not be stable stabilized in an
area where climate is as variable as it is in the Great Plains. V/heat
production since 1925 has becom.e so exoanded in the Plains that in
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will be so great that it will denresa the orice throughout the
country. For this reason, it is to be exoected that farmers
there will oroduce only in years having an abundant general
harvest and a reduced orice. The Great Plains could not be expected
to ever have an abundant croo in a year of general shortage. Therefore,
if the crop is short and the orice high, the Great Plains will
have little or no wheat to sell.
3. OVER-EXPANSION AND WIND EROSION.
Since cultivation ha.s gradually destroyed the original structure
of the soil on the Great Plains, and reduced its organic content,
the recent very dry years has caused the top soil to become so
desicated that, where unprotected by cover crops it has become
increasingly subject to wind erosion. Wind erosion is not a new
occurence in this region, nor is it limited to any single locality.
It is soread across the Plains and in the last two-years these
dust storms have been more devastating and more soectacular than
at any known time in history. 7/hile the original gross cover remained
undisturbed, the suface run-off as well as wind erosion was practically
negligible. Since the removal of these cover crops as a result of
cultivation, the land has become increasingly subject to wind erosion
and high areas are damaged by sheet erosion and gulling, making large
oortions of this area nractically useless for cultivation purposes.
The surface layers of the sandy soil contain little organic matter,
and this soil has oroved to be less stable than the others. When the
surface of this sandy soil is subject to plowing or extreme over-
grazing, it becomes subject to wind erosion.
Although the heavier soil usually hc.s a large amount of organic
matter and when first plowed is not subject to erosion, its resistence
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to wind erosion becomes gradually smaller with the break down of
the original organic struct ion and che surface clods than become
sandy. These oowdery fine oarticles of once fertile soil are
blown hundreds of miles by the wind are known to us as dust storm.s.
"We find that about sixty-five per cent of the xotal area of
the Great Plains has been damaged by wind erosion, 15 oer cent is
severely damaged, and the eonomic value of more than one per cent
is destroyed. Including the effects of other forms of erosion, more
than 96 oer cent of the land in the area has suffered from erosion.
Either drought or the removal of the sod cover might cause soil
blowing. But, since the recurrence of drought must be considered
as a normal feature of the climate of the Great ^lain, and since
serious soil blowing has developed only after the introduction of
agriculture, it is evident that cultivation is basically responsible
for the amage caused by wind erosion. "(3)
Methods of eliminating wind erosion have been employed. Listing
the ground at right angles to the orevailing wind is a temporary
aid; a cover croo, where one can be established, will prevent wind
erosion; and in som.e cases strip crooning will orevent soil erosion.
The oroblem of the Great Plains however, must be solved by j^overnment
aid rather than individual initiative on the part of the farmers,
4. THE T^OT^ULATION PROBLEM.
The only economical thing for the Great Plains would be a
j
complete return to a grazing economy where pasturing on the range
|
is supplemented by the raising of feed and forage crops in those
areas which can be irrigated and elsewhere on soils which are sufficiently
resistent to deterioration by wind and w ter. This means an increase
in the size of farms to a point where cultivation and grazing can both
j
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be controlled. To return to this level would mean the removal of
900,000 people from this region. Such a transformation cannot and
should not be rapid. It will mean the breaking up of many communities
which is undesirable as long as economic opportunities elsewhere remain
practically non-existent.
The reversion to a Pastoral economy cannot be initiated by the
individual farmers. The most rapid solution apparent would be a
gigantic land retirement progrc-^m in -which private lands would be
returned to public o-.vnership. These lands could then be consolidated
into districts and leased under supervison for the purposes to which
they are best suited, ordinarily grazing. The initial steps in such
a program have recently been undertaken. Public lands have been
withira'wn from honestead entry and the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934
provides for the controlled leasing of the public range. The Land
Utilization Division of the Resettlement Aaministrat ion, formerly
a part of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, had, on July
10, 1935, 18 land purchase projects in the Great Plains. In these
projects surveys have been made and options are being considered on an
aggregate area of more tha 7,000,000 acres proposed for purchase.
Nearly 1,250,000 additional acres are included in 26 purchase projects
of the Biological Survey, the Indian Bureau, and the National Park
Service, They are, in the main, well located in the areas where land
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Ti.e precedinj; armVsiB hus auovm ua t 0 need for the c- reful study oi'
tile n.iRrntion problem. It is nGceroLTry to redistribute q portion of fche
population Iron areas oi poverty end ouboister.ee lobor to ref^iors r/i ere
econo, ic opportunity is more evident, Tlo ndvantQr.o and dioadvanteces
of migration can. ot be jud^-ed without appraioing the relative i.erits of
locGtione, 'fhe pi’i ury stop in nn intelligent iiigration program
j
muGt be t.-e prosaic one of farther research snu analysis, and all Jud r ents in
the field are neceotsarliy ' old ...uojcct to correlation, ’ itliin these lir its,
i-Owever, it lias oeer^ed possible to t'eacli C'^rtain conclusions regarding the
econo;..ic aspects of t. e problem '.vhich should not be disregaxKied in the
consideration o^ public policy,
1. e found that groat i.igiMtions eway from the South and out of
.agriculture re ef.sential lor tiie improvement of ti.o pattern of distribution,
and that a rising standard of living can folio./ only from ircreased
I
ei.ploy ent in' industry .ond particularly in tiie services. There is no place
in CO ...ercial fori'^ing or a iditional employment nit cut reducing the
standard of living of ti)e people already employed in the lin ustry,
rui.oistenco farril' g must also be disc.juragod, as this v/i.l leave open
OT'ly the i«ore desirable iolus for futui’e absortion of t. c unemployed.
In the iieltls ot or tlmn agricaltui'e, the proulem of guidance
IS ’"Ore complex beccure it is harder to plan for settiement in relation
to industrial ojportunities than to n''2‘icuitural ones," In attempting
to meet t is problem hy establishing cor r ur ities t..at are to rely upon
a co.'binr: tion oi iiivlustrial employiur nt and part-tiirc lart^ing, the
ftovern: ent hos oncovinterod many ui. i iculties, ' ith ro. pect to these
undertaking, I believe timt such projects sh uld be located v/herro there '
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are the best chances of adequate a^d diversified eraoloyraent , and
my conclusions have been that these conditions are most liicely
to be fulfilled in the oeripheries of the industrial areas. Here
they may serve a modest though genuine ouroose in enabling a some-
what 1. rger number of families to engage in oart-time farming, and here
they may well succeed in demonstrating the possibilities of a
marked imorovement in the housing and living conditions of industrial
workers and in the regional nlanning of metropolitan aistricts*
3, The government should not attempt to promote the disoersion
of industry into the remote countryside, either by direct subsidy or
by forcing arbitrary changes in freight rates or wage differentials.
With respect to the rate structure, attention should be given to the
claims of the^all community to full recognition of any advantages
in distance or low switching costs that it may possess, but care
should be taken not to tip the balance toward country sites by a
disregard of the urban. advantages of concentrated loading.
Migration is a difficult orocess involving a heavy burden of
social re-adjustment and human cost, but there is doubt that it
has been and will continue to be a orincipal method of adaptation
to changing conditions. I conclude therefore, that long-run policy
should be predicated on the desirability of extensive migration. It
is axiomatic that the possibilities of effective economic organization
are the greatest where the working force has the freest access to
the more efficient means of production. The oroblem of fitting
migrants to take a more intelligent part in the work and in the
social responsibilities of the communities to which they must go
strikes still deeoer and demands a reorganization of the educational
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taught about economic ooportunit ies in areas outside the region
wherein they live,- as well as locally,
"Without great migratory movements we cannot possibly
redress out sectional inequalities or use our human and material
resources to the best advantage. In an world of changing opportunities
moreover, there must always be many for whom the ability to move
offers greater security than even the most favored location. It
should therefore be a cardinal point of social policy to encourage
mobility and to give it surer purpose and direction. But no
possible placement of oeople could make them safe in an insecure
economy, and no migration policy can itself gu&.rantee the indispensable
increases in economic opportunity, ” (4)
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